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Noncash compensation, in the form of fringe benefits, has been

increasing over the years. In administering these fringe benefits, one

approach that a firm may use is a "cafeteria plan" where employees buy

the fringe benefits that they need. The cafeteria plan approach has been
$

advocated by management theorists since the early sixties. Preferential

tax treatment for cafeteria plans was enacted by Congress in the Revenue

Act of 1978.

This study investigated the motives of employees in choosing

fringe benefits, the actual fringe benefit choices made by employees, and

whether the motives and choices of employees surveyed differed because of

employee job class, age, and family size. This study investigated fur¬

ther whether employees would choose a cafeteria plan and, if so, would

their choices differ because of job class, years of service, family size,

and position in the company.
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The motivational factors included in the study were cost sav¬

ings, status among peers, tax savings, and financial security. The

findings indicated that employees in all job classes, other than the

executives, all age groups, and all family size groups ranked the factors

in the following descending order: financial security, cost savings, tax

savings, and status among peers. The executives ranked the tax savings

factor higher than the cost savings factor.

The fringe benefits included in the study were group-term life

insurance, health insurance, legal services, dependent care services,

retirement, and cash. The findings indicated that employees in all job

classes, age groups, and family size groups ranked the fringe benefits

in the following descending order: retirement, health insurance, cash,

and group-term life insurance. The rank of the legal services benefit

and the dependent care benefit varied by job class, age, and family

size.

The cafeteria plans included in the study were a core plan,

a mini-plan, and a full choice plan. The findings indicated that the

choice of plan was firm specific. For most firms, some sort of cafeteria

plan was desired. The factor of family size was the controlling vari-

abl e.

IX



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Noncash compensation in the pay packages of the U.S. work force

is increasing. Fringe benefits, such as health and life insurance, pen¬

sions, and other agreed upon items, comprised 9.6 percent of 1965 gross

payroll.^ By 1985, these and similar benefits comprised 37.7% of gross

payroll.^>3 Woodbury cites seven factors underlying this phenomenon:

(1) preferential treatment under federal personal income tax
laws . . . ; (2) savings that are made possible by group purchase
of some benefits, notably insurance; (3) efforts to reduce turnover
in the face of rising costs to labor turnover; ... (4) unioniza¬
tion. ... (5) preferential treatment under federal corporate income
tax laws; (6) the changing age composition of the labor force; and
(7) the effect of rising incomes.4

The rise in health care costs over the years is also a contributing fac¬

tor.^

Usually, the firm chooses the benefit offerings based on the

"average" employee needs and preferences. Some firms provide additional

benefits only to targeted employee groups.^ While there appears to be

some flexibility in these arrangements, the firm may be spending company

dollars on benefits that may have little or no value to the individual

employees.

Since the early sixties, management theorists have advocated a

concept called the "cafeteria plan."

Cafeteria compensation exists when employees have the opportunity to
determine where, over a wide range of alternatives, their company
shall spend their individual compensation and benefit dollars that
have heretofore been spent in this "average" manner.?

1
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In essence, the employee takes a fixed percentage of compensation and

spends it on benefits versus taking it in cash. The advantages of this

arrangement accrue to the employees in the form of benefit selection ac¬

cording to their needs and economies of group purchasing. On the other

hand, management explicitly enjoys a cost savings because these in-kind

payments are not subject to payroll taxes and, also, may not enter into

the payroll base for insurance purposes (e.g., workmen's compensation).

Implicitly, management may also gain in improved employee relations and

productivity.

To encourage this type of mutual arrangement, Congress enacted

Code Section 125 on Cafeteria Plans as part of the 1978 Revenue Act^

allowing the employee to freely choose between taxable and nontaxable

fringe benefits without additional tax ramifications. Code Section 125

was retained and revised in the Tax Reform Act of 1984 (TRA 84) Re¬

visions were made to curb abuses in existing cafeteria plans as well as

to use these plans to assist in health cost containment studies. 10

Clearly, Congress intended to continue this favorable tax provision.

With tax incentives offered to both employer and employee since

1978, we would have expected to see a rise in the adoption of cafeteria

plans among firms. Ry 1984, only about 400 firms nationwide had adopted

cafeteria plans.H The slow growth of this concept has been attributed

to the ambiguity of the tax laws in this area. 12 The passage of the TRA

84 has, to some extent, clarified this particular problem. However, the

problems associated with assessing the employee preferences toward fringe

benefits and the plan mix of benefits still remain ambiguous.^
Economic theory of wage substitution between cash and fringe

benefits is formulated on the assumption that management provides (unions
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demand) fringe benefits for employees. Management (unions) selects

fringe benefit offerings based on the marginal (median) worker prefer¬

ences. Further, the supply and demand for fringe benefits is largely

thought to exist mainly because of tax advantages to both parties. Prior

research,14 however, has shown that employee preferences for life and

health insurance benefits are not based solely on tax considerations.

And, employees are generally not aware of the cost or value of fringe

benefits that they receive.

In excluding certain fringe benefits from taxation, the intent of

Congress was to foster social policy in terms of making necessary goods

and services more readily available to the general employee.15 In 1983,

John Chapoton, Assistant Treasury Secretary for Tax Policy, warned that

sufficient study had not been given to the cafeteria plan concept.17 In

early 1984, the IRS attacked “flexible spending" and "Zebra" cafeteria-

type plans on the basis that these were salary reduction plans that al¬

lowed the employee more tax-free benefits than were authorized by the

1978 legislation. In 1984, Chapoton applauded the government for its

crackdown on cafeteria plans in the TRA 84 but still was dissatisfied

that these plans would cost the government $7 billion dollars in general

revenue receipts and $3.2 billion dollars in Social Security receipts

during 1984 through 1989. In addition, Chapoton maintained that cafe¬

teria plans would not be effective in containing health care costs.18

Between 1983 and 1984, benefits analysts and employers agreed

that Congress's hacking at fringe benefits was more of a desire to bal¬

ance the budget rather than to recognize that important social and eco¬

nomic considerations were at stake.19 Well aware of the rising health

care costs, analysts and employers stressed their preference for the
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"flexible spending" and "Zebra" plans as opposed to the strict cafeteria

plan rules because these former plans were better able to address the

adverse selection problem that has contributed to rising health care

costs.20 Edward Davey, executive director and general counsel of the

Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans, succinctly summed up

the private sector's views of Congress's efforts in the area of fringe

benefits with the following statement.

Most of the changes to Internal Revenue Code provisions affecting
fringe benefits are based on sketchy and incomplete data, if based on
fact at all, . . . It is the private sector that has provided the
most comprehensive employee benefit package available to employees,
. . . and there is no evidence that the government could run these
programs as efficiently as they are run in the private sector, or
that the government would be prepared to assume the costs attendant
to doing so.21

Statement of the Problem

In light of the controversy surrounding the objectives of fringe

benefit legislation, this study investigates the employee-taxpayer moti¬

vations for choosing certain fringe benefits, the actual mix of fringe

benefits desired, and the appeal of the cafeteria plan concept to the em¬

ployee.

First, a determination will be made of the factors that motivate

employees to select certain fringe benefits. In choosing from a wide

menu of benefits, many demographic variables such as age, marital status,

etc., may interact with the tax savings factor or other economic factors

to alter the employee's preference orderings.22 This question should be

of interest to tax policymakers in determining whether the tax laws

should be modified with respect to tax incentives for fringe benefits.

If, in fact, employee preferences for certain fringe benefits are primar¬

ily based on nontax considerations,
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then the tax system may be an inappropriate vehicle for achieving certain

social objectives.

Second, an investigation will be made to assess the preferences

of a wide range of employees in choosing actual taxable and nontaxable

fringe benefits. The results of such an effort may be important to man¬

agement by knowing the nature and extent of basic relationships existing

between certain employee groups and their needs.

Third, an analysis of cafeteria plan choice among employees will

be undertaken. To date, no study has empirically investigated whether

the cafeteria plan concept is acceptable to employees or not. There may

be a broad spectrum of plans, each qualifying under the federal income

tax laws as a true flexible cafeteria approach, that can be created.

Several main configurations can be identified. Management, in the course

of adopting a cafeteria plan and communicating this plan to the employee,

may benefit by understanding the tradeoff that the employee makes between

security and flexibility in choosing a compensation package.

Research Methodology

This study will utilize a priority-theory-based questionnaire to

gather responses to three research questions from individuals in a wide

range of employee classifications. Research Question One assesses fac¬

tors motivating employee selection of fringe benefits. Research Question

Two assesses employee preferences for fringe benefit mixes. Research

Question Three assesses employee preferences for cafeteria plan designs.

Research Questions

The three research questions addressed in this study are pre¬

sented below.
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Research Question One. Does a significant difference exist in

the ranking of choice variables (cost savings, economic status, tax

savings, financial security) among employees stratified as to job

class, age, and family size?

Job class is used as a surrogate for employee income.23 Age is

measured as the chronological age of the employee. Family size distin¬

guishes employees on the basis of being a single taxpayer, a taxpayer

with nonchild dependents, a taxpayer with only child dependents, and a

taxpayer with nonchild and child dependents.

The choice variables employed here are limited to cost savings

(representing economies of scale and the increased availability of cer¬

tain fringe benefits), economic status (representing peer pressure to

acquire certain fringe benefits), tax savings (representing tax incen¬

tives), and financial security (representing financial peace of inind).

Research Question Two. Does a significant difference exist in

the ranking of six fringe benefits (group-term life insurance, group

health insurance, group legal services, dependent care services,

certain retirement plans, and cash bonuses) among the employees

surveyed?

The employees will be stratified according to job class, age, and

family size. The job class, age, and family size variables are defined

the same as in Research Question One. The six fringe benefits selected

in the study are only those that rnay be selected by employees within a

cafeteria plan.

Research Question Three. Does a significant difference exist

in the choice of compensation plans of the employees when grouped by
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(a) years of service; (b) job class; (c) family size; (d) position

within the firm?

Research Question Three attempts to determine whether there is a

significant difference between employees with respect to selecting a

certain type of cafeteria plan as opposed to remaining with their current

compensation plan. The years-of-service variable is defined as the years

of employment with the current firm. The job class and family size var¬

iables are defined the same as in Research Question One. The employee's

position within the firm is defined as being classified as either execu¬

tive/management or all others.

The three cafeteria plans that will be compared with the em¬

ployee's status quo are structured to represent partial flexibility with

no employee choice, partial flexibility with employee choice, and full

flexibility with employee choice.

Data and the Questionnaire

Over 400 employees from a total of seven firms in the construc¬

tion and service industries in the state of Florida were selected to

participate in this study. (See Appendix E, EMPLOYEE PROFILES.) None of

the firms were unionized. None of the firms had a cafeteria plan in

place at the time of the study.

For all three research questions, the design of the questionnaire

was of paramount importance. The objective was to solicit responses from

employees that could establish their revealed preferences for fringe ben¬

efits and compensation plans. The questionnaire, in multiple stages, was

a paired-comparison technique that was based upon the principles of the

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).24 This theory is a reflection of how
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the human mind works in solving a problem that entails many factors and

involves choosing the best solution from among several viable alterna¬

tives. The process reveals an ulimate solution as well as a preference

ordering for all of the viable alternatives.

A large body of demographic data on each employee (i.e., age,

marital status, number of dependents, occupation of spouse, spouse's

fringe benefits, etc.) was also collected to assist in the accurate

analysis of the results.

Statistical Tests

To test the validity of Research Question One, the statistical

procedure of MANOVA was employed. MANOVA was used at the outset because

a vector of responses, the preference ordering of four "choice" var¬

iables, was solicited rather than a single choice variable. Also, the

design matrix consisted of three treatment variables: five levels of the

job class factor (JC), five levels of the age group factor (A), and four

levels of the family size factor (FS). The model employed is:

Ycijkm = Uc + JCc-j + Acj + FSC|< + (J CcAc) i j + (JCcFSc)-¡k
+ (FSc) j k + (JCcAcFSc) i j k + E c i j kin» wher'e c =

i = 1,...,5; j = 1,... ,5; k = 1,... ,4; m = l,...,nijk,

where Ycijkm is the proportion of priority assigned by the m-th
individual in cell ijk for the c-th choice var¬
iable;

are the parameters for the c-th choice variable;

.]CC1- is the effect of the job class factor level for
the c-th choice variable;

Acj is the effect of the age group factor level for
the c-th choice variable;

is the effect of the family size factor level for
the c-th choice variable;
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(JCcAc)ij is the two-way interaction effect between the job
class factor and the age group factor for the c-th
choice variable;

(JCcFSc) -j |<

(Ac^jk

is the two-way interaction effect between the job
class factor and the family size factor for the
c-th choice variable;

is the two-way interaction effect between the age
group factor and the family size factor for the
c-th choice variable;

(JCcAcFSc)-jjk is the three-way interaction effect between the job
class factor, the age group factor, and the family
size factor for the c-th choice variable; and

Eci jkm are the vector random variable terms.

Research Question One is tested for any three-way interaction,

any two-way interactions, and for any main effects when the four choice

variables are considered simultaneously. Also, it is reasonable to per¬

form a three-factor ANOVA on each of the individual dependent variables

since the choice variables are measured such that they denote relative

weights applied to the four "choice" dimensions.

To test Research Question Two, the same basic model is used ex¬

cept that the "c" subscript is now replaced by the "f" subscript, denot¬

ing a change in the number and type of response variables (i.e., from

c = choice variables to f = fringe benefits). The model is stated as

Yfijkin = Uf + JCfi + Afj + FSfk + (JCfAf)^ + (JCfFSf)ik
+ (AfFSf)jk + (JCfAfFSf)-jjk + Efijkm, where f = 1,...,6;
i = 1,... ,5; j = 1,... ,5; k = 1,... ,4 ; m = l,...,nijk.

The same test procedures and analysis of results are also employed.

Research Question Three involves a single response from each sub¬

ject (i.e., which of the four plans will they choose). The nature and

intent of the question suggests that the chi-square test for independence

may be the most appropriate test statistic employing the following model:
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r c

T =

1=1 j=l
(0-• - E- •)

E1J
2

where r

c

= row categories of the first criterion;

= column categories of the second criterion;

Ojj = the observed frequencies in cell ij;

E-jj = the expected frequencies in cell ij.

and

Research Question Three involves four different designs: a 6X4 design

(six groups of the "years of service" treatment X four plans) to analyze

the years-of-service factor; a 5X4 design (five groups of the "job class"

treatment X four plans) to analyze the job class factor; a 4X4 design

(four groups of the "family size" treatment X four plans) to analyze the

family size factor; and a 2X4 design (two groups of the "employee vs.

management" treatment X four plans) to analyze the employment position

factor.

Related Researches

Prior to the Revenue Act of 1978, over 150 articles were written

about cafeteria compensation. It was a flourishing topic for argument

with little in the way of research to establish employee benefit or plan

preferences. Articles of the type by Mullin discussed, in general, the

pros and cons of cafeteria plans with respect to executive pay pack¬

ages. 26 Hettenhouse proposed a cafeteria plan design but that, too, was

targeted for executives.27 Goode reported on a survey, conducted by his

consulting firm, of State of California employees.^ He concluded that

the cafeteria concept did not work well when considering employees, other

than top executives, because such individuals were not sufficiently edu¬

cated to make proper benefit choices. Lawler reported the results of two
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successful plans and generally discussed how the merits of the cafeteria

concept outweighed the disadvantages.29 a full cafeteria approach, in¬

corporating all levels of employee classes, was proposed by Thomsen.30
He outlined a systems approach to the formulation and implementation of a

comprehensive plan, including techniques for soliciting employee choices

of benefits and techniques for educating the employees.

Most of the research prior to the enactment of Code Section 125

was either descriptive (anecdotal evidence) or normative (the "how to"

approach). The types of articles written in this period could be viewed

from the perspective that the cafeteria concept was viable but that not

many firms had adopted this compensation form because of the volatility

in the fringe benefit and cafeteria plan taxation areas.

Since the enactment of Code Section 125, articles continued to

relate anecdotal evidence of firms experimenting with cafeteria plans.3!
However, the trend seemed to imply that more firms were having success

with these plans. Cole discussed various plan configurations such as

"core," "buffet," and "alternative dinners" plans to show the extent to

which benefits could be offered to satisfy both management and employee

needs.32 Velleman33 also described various plan configurations such as

a "mini-flex" and "mini-flex plus," but the focus was more toward tax

law requirements and prohibitions.3^
Of a more empirical nature, in 1979, Swad3^ investigated whether

employees in manufacturing, trading, and service companies were motivated

to increase their productivity, as measured by firm operating income and

firm after-tax net income, by virtue of participating in a company Em¬

ployee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP). Swad's results were significant only

for manufacturing firms. An important finding was that employee



participation in the firm through benefit offerings did have a positive

impact on the efficiency of operations.

Lassila constructed a framework for compensation packages with

respect to shareholders-employees of Subchapter S Corporations.36 His

model rank ordered four major compensation forms: (1) nontaxable fringe

benefits, (2) current salary or bonus, (3) pension and profit sharing

plans and (4) nonqualified deferred compensation (NQDC). Noneconomic

variables and individual utility preferences were not considered. His

major findings were that (1) nontaxable fringe benefits ranked higher

than current salary/bonus and NQDC, (2) current salary/bonus and NQDC

ranked about the same, (3) pension and profit sharing plan rankings

depended on the rate of return of plan assets and the expected after-tax

rate of return on the employee's personal investments, and (4) the need

to include nonshareholder employees in fringe benefit and qualified

pension and profit sharing plans could alter the structure of these

compensation arrangements. Since his study suggested a model based

solely on tax consequences, it only provided a normative solution to the

use of compensation alternatives under the existing tax laws.

Woodbury, noting an increase toward a higher percentage of fringe

benefits in pay packages over the years, designed a model incorporating

such variables as the price of fringe benefits, employee marginal tax

rates, unionization, age of employee, and firm size to determine the

effect of these variables on the wage-fringe mix.3? One set of data was

taken from the Bureau of Labor Statistics survey of the nonfarm economy.

Four employee classifications and three levels of firm size were in¬

cluded. Another set of data was compiled with reference to benefits of
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teachers in local school districts. His conclusions were that (1) larger

establishments pay a higher proportion of total compensation in the form

of fringe benefits; (2) collective bargaining shifts the compensation mix

toward fringe benefits; (3) younger, lower-wage employees have a higher

proportion of total compensation in the form of fringe benefits than

older, higher-wage earners; (4) higher-income workers prefer others to

seek out and administer insurance and pension systems for them; and (5)

there is an ease of substitution of wages for fringe benefits especially

when the fringe benefits include health insurance, life insurance, and

pension benefits moreso than just with health insurance and life insur¬

ance benefits.

In an attempt to focus on the cafeteria plan concept, White con¬

ducted a survey of 458 employees from four large firms, asking them to

divide a dollar amount of total compensation between cash and five fringe

benefits: health insurance, life insurance, education, retirement, and

legal.38 To determine if the nontaxable aspect of fringes would affect

their choice, one-half of the subjects were told that the benefits were

taxable, the other half were told that the benefits were nontaxable. To

determine whether differences existed among employees, all subjects were

stratified into four job classes: upper management, lower/iniddle manage¬

ment, professional, semi-skilled. The results of the study indicated

that (1) the tax incentive of fringe benefits was perceived to be signif¬

icant in the case of only some fringe benefits; (2) only the education,

retirement, and legal fringe benefits were chosen because of tax consid¬

erations; (3) tax effects were similarly perceived by all four job

classes; (4) particular benefit choices differed among job classes;
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and (5) health, legal, and education fringe benefits were preferred by

lower job classes while retirement benefits were preferred by higher job

cl asses.

In retrospect, prior research indicates three conclusions.

First, not enough information is available regarding the motivation of

employees in choosing fringe benefits. Second, no data are available

regarding the possible interactions of employee age, job class, and

family size group that may account for the employee's ultimate choice of

fringe benefits. Finally, no data are available concerning the employee's

acceptance of the cafeteria concept.

Contributions of This Study

The tax laws provide an incentive for employers and employees to

arrange compensation packages for their mutual benefit. This study will

provide information regarding employee motivation in selecting fringe

benefits and plan structures. The investigation focuses on the employee

as the "purchaser" of the fringe benefits rather than being the passive

"recipient" of benefits given by management.

The results of this study may well reflect that variables other

than the tax savings variable may be the most important in the employee's

choice of a fringe benefit. Since Congress has altered the cafeteria

plan area significantly in order to curb excessive abuse of nontaxable
%

benefits, it may be important to note which fringe benefit or plan pref¬

erences are common among employees in order to further modify the tax law

to meet certain social objectives.

Management may benefit from this study should the results indi¬

cate that employees have various motives for choosing fringe benefits.
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The results pertaining to the employees' acceptance of certain cafeteria

plans may make management aware of the tradeoff that exists between

security and flexibility in adopting certain cafeteria plan designs.

Communications between management and the employee may therefore be

enhanced. Also, the methodology employed in this study with respect to

designing the research questionnaire may be an aid to management in

determining the needs and desires of their employees.

Limitations

This study investigates the motivation for and the fringe benefit

choices of employees within the framework of a cafeteria plan design.

The firms participating in this research are from the construction and

service industries. Therefore, the results of this study may be general¬

ized only in that context. And, since none of the firms participating in
*

the study are unionized, the results may be generalized only to nonunion

firms. Employees governed by collectively-bargained compensation con¬

tracts have less inhibition to reveal their motivational and actual

benefit preferences to the agent (union) rather than directly to the

adversary (management).39 To the extent that the subjects in the study

perceive that their anonymity will be guaranteed, their revealed prefer¬

ences may be more natural. This is not to imply, however, that the

subjects in the experiment will more closely resemble unionized workers.

The subjects selected for study are from Florida-based firms.

The responses of these individuals may represent a geographical bias in

terms of "southern work practices." Woodbury documented that a disparity

occurred in benefit preference between employees of differing geographi¬

cal areas.^O
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The study involves the use of a questionnaire based on the theory

of the AHP. The use of pairwise-comparisons (AHP) versus "game board"

techniques has proven to be equally consistent in measuring the subject's

responses.41 The subjects are asked to make these AHP responses within a

fifty-minute time frame. In reality, where the employee has to make a

decision concerning compensation, the time frame may extend several days

and may involve input from the spouse or other family members. To this

extent, the results may be biased in that employees must make on-the-spot

decisions. However, the decisions that are to be made are of a general

nature and do not involve intricate dollar amounts. To minimize this

problem, demographic data will be collected from each subject to identify

his/her head of household status and to identify other fringe benefits

accruing to the household.

Summary of Chapter Contents

This paper is organized in the following manner.

Chapter 2--Tax Treatment of Fringe Benefits. A discussion of the

fringe benefit movement, the tax treatment accorded fringe benefits, and

an overview of selected deferred compensation plans is presented.

Chapter 3--Cafeteria Plans. A discussion of the general nature

and legislative history of the taxation of cafeteria plans is presented.

Chapter 4--Research Methodology. A discussion of the data con¬

cerning the AHP questionnaire, the formulation of hypotheses based upon

economic theory, and the statistical tests employed is presented.

Chapter 5--Results and Analysis. A presentation and analysis of

the research results for Research Questions One, Two, and Three is made.
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Chapter 6--Suronary and Conclusions. A synopsis of the back¬

ground, purpose, research methodology, and results of this study includ¬

ing the conclusions and possibilities for future research is presented.
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CHAPTER 2
TAX TREATMENT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

Fringe benefits "may be defined generally as any personal bene¬

fit, other than cash paid as wages, which is furnished by an employer to

an employee because of the employment relationship."! Generally, the tax

laws allow the employer to deduct the cost of these fringe benefits as

expenses in the current tax year.2 Many of these fringe benefits are not

subject to the Social Security Tax, the Federal Unemployment Tax, and the

withholding requirements normally imposed on the employer.3
The tax laws offer the employee tax-free treatment of a wide

range of current fringe benefits. Also, there are numerous Code Sections

that offer deferred tax treatment of certain other compensation-related

benefits. Both of these areas are generally not subject to the Social

Security Tax and the withholding requirements on employees. The follow¬

ing sections will discuss the fringe benefit movement and describe the

aforementioned employee compensation benefits that receive preferential

tax treatment.

Fringe Benefit Movement

The notion of fringe benefits began in the middle of the 19th

Century with employers giving vacation pay to management employees with

the objective being to enhance the firm's productivity. Prior to World

War II, fringe benefits (i.e., sick pay, holiday pay, etc.,) were per¬

ceived by employees to be primarily employer gratuities. During World

War II, employees demanded higher money incomes but their goal was

21
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blocked by the government's wartime policies of limiting wage increases.

Unions then sought to ease employee demands by bargaining for fringe

benefits. The War Labor Board allowed these benefits on the grounds that

they were not wage increases but merely noninflationary social benefits.

After the war, employees maintained a positive attitude toward

social benefits and security. Unions again approached government to

legislate for such benefits as social security improvements and for a

national health insurance. Failing, in this respect, at the public

level, the unions took their demands to the private sector. Based on the

premise that certain fringe benefits were necessary to provide for the

total welfare of the worker, the unions were successful in obtaining

benefits in the area of pensions and health insurance.

Employers entertained union demands for fringe benefits for

several reasons. First, excess profits could be funneled to their own

employees in terms of these social benefits rather than having higher

taxes contribute to the social welfare of employees in other industries.

Second, the Internal Revenue Code of 1939 permitted lower payroll taxes

for the formation of pension trusts. Third, employers believed that they

could increase productivity and reduce employee turnover through the

effects that the social benefits had on the worker. Fourth, some fringe

benefits (e.g., severance pay) provided a "quid pro quo" feature in that

the employer was able to settle employment disputes in an objective

manner.

Postwar labor shortages made it necessary for nonunion employers

to follow suit in granting fringe benefits. The demands for fringe

benefits were met in order to be competitive in the labor markets and to

reduce employee turnover. In time, the nonunion employers also
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recognized the advantages of the social effects of the fringe benefit

movement on increased productivity.4

Nontaxable Fringe Benefits

Over the years, Congress has excluded specific items from gross

income of employees for varied reasons such as to provide incentives for

socially-desirable activities (e.g., educational expenses), to ease the

burden of tragedy (e.g., death benefits), or to promote certain economic

policy (e.g., energy saving through van pooling). Twelve Code Sections

provide (or have provided) the tax-free treatment of certain employee

fringe benefits.^ These Code Sections are

Code Section

79

101(b)

105(b)

105(h)

106

119

120

Enactment Date

1964

1954

1954

1978

1954

1954

1976

Description of Provision

The premiums paid by an employer for
group-term life insurance coverage up
to $50,000.

Employer-paid death benefits, up to
$5,000, paid to a beneficiary by reason
of the employee's death.

Amounts received to reimburse an em¬

ployee for medical care (including
spouse and dependents) under employer-
sponsored health and accident plans.

Amounts received to reimburse an em¬

ployee for medical care (including
spouse and dependents) under employer-
qualified, self-insured medical reim¬
bursement plans.

Premiums paid by an employer for
health and accident plans.

Meals and lodging furnished for the
convenience of the employer and on the
employer's premises.

Amounts paid by an employer for a qual¬
ified group legal services plan for the
benefit of the employee, spouse, and
dependents.
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Code Section Enactment Date

124 1978

125 1978

127 1978

129 1981

132 1984

Description of Provision

Commuting expenses paid by an employer
under a qualified transportation (van
pooling) plan.

Life insurance premiums, health insur¬
ance premiums and medical reimburse¬
ments, group legal services, dependent
care assistance, and certain deferred
compensation arrangements received in
lieu of cash in a cafeteria plan.

Educational expense payments made by
an employer to a qualified plan.

Dependent care assistance payments made
by an employer to a qualified plan.

Fringe benefits that qualify as a no-
additional-cost service, a qualified
employee discount, a working condition
fringe benefit, a de minimus fringe
benefit, employee parking, subsidized
eating facilities, athletic facilities.

The following sections of this chapter will briefly examine each

of the above nontaxable fringe benefits with the exception of the cafe¬

teria plan rules of Code Section 125 that are examined in detail in

Chapter 3. Also, a brief description of deferred compensation plans will

be included.

Section 79--Group-Term Life Insurance

Prior to 1964, group-term life insurance premiums paid by em¬

ployers were excluded from the employee's gross income. Employers were

able to deduct the premiums paid as ordinary and necessary business

expenses under Code Section 162. Congress felt that this financial

protection, provided by the private sector, should be encouraged. In

time, employers abused this fringe benefit by providing excessive

amounts of life insurance to targeted employees and this may have led
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Congress to believe that these amounts were paid in lieu of cash compen-

sation.6

Code Section 79 was enacted in 1964 to place limits on the

amounts of nontaxable group-term life insurance premiums. Code Section

79(a) states that,

there shall be included in the gross income of an employee for the
taxable year an amount equal to the cost of group-term life insurance
on his life provided for part or all of such year under a policy (or
policies) carried directly or indirectly by his employer (or em¬
ployers); but only to the extent that such cost exceeds the sum of--

(1) the cost of $50,000 of such insurance, and
(2) the amount (if any) paid by the employee toward the purchase

of such insurance.

Group-term life insurance is defined as a life insurance policy

carried by the employer that provides a general death benefit for at

least ten full-time employees (over the course of a calendar year) and is

based on a formula that encompasses such factors as age, years of serv¬

ice, compensation, or job position and precludes individual selection for

the benefit.7

The cost of any premium, representing more than $50,000 in in¬

surance coverage plus what the employee may have contributed, is included

in the employee's income based upon a table of uniform premiums pre¬

scribed in the Treasury regulations. Even if part of the preniums are

taxed to the employee, the employer still receives a deduction for the

total cost of insurance coverage provided. Where an employee is ter¬

minated and is either retired or disabled, or where the employer or a

charitable organization is the beneficiary of the proceeds, the cost of

group-term life insurance premiums is nontaxable to the employee regard¬

less of the amount involved.
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In 1982, Code Section 79(d) was added to further prevent the

employer from discriminating in favor of certain targeted employees.^
Code Section 79(d) makes the actual cost of any insurance coverage pro¬

vided to a key employee taxable to that employee if the employer plan

provides group-term life insurance coverage that discriminates in favor

of key employees.9 A plan is considered discriminatory if it favors key

employees in terms of eligibility standards and in terms of the type and

amount of benefits available under the plan. Specifically, all benefits

available to key employees must be available to all other plan partici¬

pants. However, the value of the benefit provided to each employee may

be proportional to the employee's rate of compensation.

Code Sections 79(d)(3)(A) and (B) set out specific rules for the

plan eligibility standards. The rules state that (1) the plan must

benefit 7(1% or more of all employees; (2) at least 85% of the partici¬

pants in the plan are not key employees; and (3) the employer classifica¬

tion of employee groups must meet standards imposed by the Secretary of

the Treasury; or (4) the plan is governed by the cafeteria plan rules of

Code Section 125 and must meet the nondiscrimination rules provided

therein. In determining the eligibility standards, the employer may

exclude the following classes of employees: (1) employees with less than

three years of service, (2) part-time or seasonal employees, (3) em¬

ployees covered by a collectively-bargained agreement (meeting standards

imposed by the Secretary of Labor) where group-term life insurance bene¬

fits had been subject to good faith bargaining, and (4) certain nonresi¬

dent alien employees.

The overall effect of Code Section 79 is to provide an incentive

to employers to spend compensation dollars on employee life insurance
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without overcompensating key employees. The employer can deduct the

amount of life insurance premiums paid as an ordinary and necessary

business expense under Code Section 162. The employer also avoids paying

payroll taxes on the amount spent for these insurance premiums.

Section 101(b)--Employees‘ Death Benefits

Code Section 101(d), governing the taxation of certain employee

death benefits, was enacted in 1954 to reduce or eliminate the contro¬

versy of whether employer payments to an employee's beneficiary were

considered to be a gift. This problem usually arose when an employee was

not covered by life insurance. If the beneficiary could prove that the

intent of the employer was to make a gift, then the payment would not

constitute taxable income. However, if gift status could not be proven,

then the payment was considered to be compensation for prior services and

taxable as any other form of income.10 Code Section 101(b)(1) allows

employer payments, made to the beneficiary upon the death of an employee,

to be received tax-free up to the limitations of Code Section 101(b)(2).

Specifically, Code Section 101(b)(1) states that,

gross income does not include amounts received (whether in a single
sum or otherwise) by the beneficiaries or the estate of an employee,
if such amounts are paid by or on behalf of an employer and are paid
by reason of the death of the employee.

If the employer makes an outright cash payment to the benefi¬

ciary, then up to $5,000 of the payment could possibly qualify as an

ordinary and necessary business expense depending upon the employer's

practices. Amounts in excess of $5,000 would probably be governed by the

Code Section 274(b) rules for deducting outlays made for gifts that

entitle the employer to a maximum $25 deduction to any one beneficiary.

If an employer makes a payment to a beneficiary, and the payment does not
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qualify for exclusion under Code Section 101(b), the employer can deduct

the payment as an ordinary and necessary business expense under Code

Section 162. If the payment is a lump-sum distribution from a qualified

employer retirement plan, the beneficiary can exclude up to $5,000 of the

proceeds. The payment is not deductible by the employer since he/she

would have been deducting the plan contributions over the life of the

pi an.

Certain limitations are placed on the amount and type of distri¬

bution that qualifies under this provision. The limitations are as

fol1ows.

1. The maximum amount excludable is limited to $5,000 with re¬

spect to the death of any employee. If there is more than

one beneficiary, the $5,000 exclusion is apportioned among

the beneficiaries. If the amount paid by the employer ex¬

ceeds $5,000, the excess may be excluded under Code Section

102 as a gift depending upon the facts and circumstances

surrounding the payment.^
2. There is no exclusion for amounts representing the employee's

nonforfeitable rights (i.e., benefits that would have been

enjoyed if the employee had lived) except for lump-sum dis¬

tributions from qualified stock bonus trusts, pension trusts,

profit-sharing trusts, or qualified retirement annuities.

3. There is no exclusion for amounts representing a distribution

from a joint and survivor annuity contract.

4. There is no exclusion for distributions made on behalf of

self-employed individuals except when the distribution is
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sharing trust, or a qualified retirement annuity.

Section 105(b)--Accident and Health Plans

There are several Code sections that deal with the taxpayer's

compensation for injury or sickness. Congress felt that a taxpayer who

suffered bodily injury should not suffer additional pecuniary injury in

the form of a tax liability when he/she received financial assistance to

cover medical expenses.12 Specifically, Code Section 105(b), which was

enacted in 1954, states that,

gross income does not include amounts . . . paid, directly or
indirectly, to the taxpayer to reimburse the taxpayer for expenses
incurred by him for the medical care ... of the taxpayer, his
spouse, and his dependents.

Medical care is defined in Code Section 213(d) as

1. "Amounts paid for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treat¬

ment, or prevention of disease, or for the purpose of af¬

fecting any structure or function of the body."13
2. Transportation expenses to and from the source of medical

treatment.

3. Insurance premiums for medicare and medicaid.

4. Expenses for lodging incurred away from home if the expense

is essential to medical care and (a) the services are pro¬

vided by a licensed hospital, physician, or the equivalent,

and (b) there is no element of personal pleasure, recreation,

or vacation present in the taxpayer's motive to travel. Code

Section 213(d)(2)(B) states that a maximum limit on deduct¬

ible expenses for lodging away from home is $50 per night

per individual.
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The exclusion for medical services provided to dependents is only

available if the individual meets the relationship and support require¬
ments for dependents found in Code Section 152. The other dependent

requirements do not have to be met. Section 105(b) states that a child

of divorced parents is treated as a dependent of each party for the

purposes of medical expenses regardless of who may be actually claiming

the dependent deduction.

Employee health and accident benefits received through an em¬

ployer plan or through an insurance plan are afforded the same nontaxable

status. The employer is allowed an expense deduction under Code Section

162 for plan contributions or insurance premiums, as the case may be.

Section 105(h)—Self-Insured Medical Expense Reimbursement Plans

Under the 1954 Code, employers have had the choice of providing

tax-free accident and health coverage to employees through either insur¬

ance policies or through self-insured plans.^ The self-insured plans

could provide benefits in excess of insured plans as in the case of

meeting the dollar deductible for the employee. Since there were no

discrimination standards that affected the accident and health insurance

area, these self-insured plans could be used by employers to provide

disproportionate benefits in favor of targeted groups (e.g., key em¬

ployees or the management group).

In 1978, Code Section 105(h) was enacted to place discrimination

standards on any accident and health plans of the employer that were not

funded by insurance. Code Section 105(h)(1) states, in general, that

in the case of amounts paid to a highly compensated individual under
a self-insured medical reimbursement plan which does not satisfy the
requirements . . . for a plan year, subsection (b) (relating to
nontaxable medical insurance benefits) shall not apply to such
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amounts to the extent they constitute an excess reimbursement of
such highly compensated individual. [Emphasis added.

The self-insured plan could not discriminate in favor of highly

compensated individuals as to eligibility to participate. If the plan

did discriminate as to eligibility standards, then the highly compensated

individual had to include a portion of the reimbursement in gross income.

The self-insured plan could not discriminate in favor of highly compen¬

sated individuals as to the benefits provided under the plan. Specifi¬

cally, Code Section 105(h)(4) stated that the benefits provided to highly

compensated individuals had to be provided to all plan participants. If

the plan did discriminate as to the amount or type of benefits available,

the highly compensated employee had to include in income the amount of

reimbursement he/she received in excess of whatever all other employees

would have received for the same claim.

Code Section 105(h) was repealed generally for tax years begin¬

ning after December 31, 1987. However, the benefits of the self-insured

plans are now covered under Code Section 89 with more stringent non¬

discrimination rules.

Employer expenditures for a self-insured medical reimbursement

plan are deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses under

Code Section 162.

Section 106--Employer Contributions for Accident and Health Plans

Prior to 1954, the premiums that employers paid to insurance com¬

panies, or the amounts that employers set aside to fund self-insured

plans, to provide accident and health coverage for employees were taxable

as gross income to the employees. Direct payments made at that time by

employers to employees for medical expenses were not taxable to the
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employee. In either case, the employer's expense was deductible under

Code Section 162. The 1954 Internal Revenue Code sought to equalize the

tax status of the source of funding of employer-sponsored accident and

health plans by enacting Code Section 106.^^ It states that

gross income does not include contributions by the employer to ac¬
cident or health plans for compensation (through insurance or other¬
wise) to his employees for personal injuries or sickness.

Employers continue to receive a business expense deduction for these

fringe benefit payments made either as a contribution to a fund or

through insurance premiums.

Section 119--Meals and Lodging

It is well established in the tax laws that gross income may take

the form of money, property, or services.18 in many instances, the

medium of exchange does not cloud the essence of a taxable transaction

(e.g., the receipt of a check in lieu of cash, the receipt of property in

lieu of cash, or the receipt of services in lieu of cash). However,

there are times where the medium of exchange, coupled with the circum¬

stances involved, overlaps to include areas of taxation (personal gain by

the taxpayer) with areas of expense (inconvenience of the taxpayer). One

highly-litigated fringe benefit area has been Section 119 which deals

with employee expenses for meals and lodging of the employee. 19 Code

Section 119(a) was enacted in the 1954 Code to provide that

there shall be excluded from gross income of an employee the value of
any meals or lodging furnished to him, his spouse, or any of his
dependents by or on behalf of his employer for the convenience of the
employer, but only if--

(1) in the case of meals, the meals are furnished on the business
premises of the employer, or

(2) in the case of lodging, the employee is required to accept
such lodging on the business premises of his employer as a condition
of his employment.



The existence of an employment contract or a State statute that governs

the terms of employment is not controlling in determining whether the

value of meals or lodging is compensation to the employee.-0
Meals exclusion. Two tests must be met to exclude the value of

meals: (1) the meals must be furnished for the convenience of the em¬

ployer and (2) the meals must be furnished on the employer's business

premises. The Regulations^l state that the meals must be furnished for a

substantial noncompensatory reason in order to satisfy the "convenience

of the employer" test. Circumstances that would qualify include meals

furnished at no charge to employees during working hours in order (1) to

permit employees to be available for emergency situations; (2) to permit

employees to be on duty during the meal hour; or (3) to remedy a problem

caused by short meal periods and insufficient eating facilities in the

locale of the business premises.

Where meals are furnished at an unvarying charge irrespective of

whether the employee accepts the meals, the value of the meals will not

be taxable compensation to the employee if the meals were provided for a

substantial noncompensatory reason of the employer. This differs from

the situation where the employer furnishes meals and the employee has the

choice of paying the charge or providing his own meal. In this latter

case, the meals are not considered to be for the convenience of the

employer, and the value of the meals provided would be taxable to the

employee.22
The meals must be furnished on the employer's business premises.

Regulation Section 1.119-1(c)(1) states that "business premises of the

employer generally means the place of employment of the employee."

Revenue Ruling 71-411^^ interprets the place of employment as being the
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location where the employer carries on a significant portion of his

business.

Lodging exclusion. Three tests must be met to exclude the value

of employer-provided lodging: (1) the lodging must be furnished for the

convenience of the employer; (2) the lodging must be furnished on the

employer's business premises; and (3) the employee must be required to

accept such lodging as a condition of his employment.

The first two tests are definitionally the same as those for the

meals exclusion. The third test necessitates that the employee be re¬

quired to accept the lodging in order for him to properly perform his

duties. In other words, the employee would be hindered in performing his

duties if lodging were not provided.24

Amounts spent for employee meals and lodging are deductible as

ordinary and necessary business expense under Code Section 162.

Section 120—Qua!ified Group Legal Services Plans

In the 1970's, the American Bar Association began promoting the

concept of group legal service plans in order to make legal services more

available to the general public. At the same time, many unions had

established such plans through the partial or total financial support of

the employer. The employer would deduct amounts contributed to the plan,

or the reimbursements made directly to employees under a plan, as ordi¬

nary and necessary business expenses under Code Section 162. The em¬

ployee, however, was taxed on either the plan contributions or the reim¬

bursements, or both.^5

In 1976, Congress enacted Code Section 120 to provide a favorable

tax treatment for prepaid legal services plans.26 Three reasons were
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behind creating this additional tax-favored fringe benefit. First, Con¬

gress wanted to increase the access of employees to legal services by

encouraging employers to offer these plans and encouraging employees to

participate in these plans as part of a fringe benefit package. Second,

Congress intended to increase the access that middle-income taxpayers

had to legal services. Low-income taxpayers already could avail them¬

selves of publicly-supported legal aid services. High-income taxpayers,

presumably, could afford to provide their own legal services. Third,

Congress believed that providing favorable tax treatment for legal serv¬

ices would help to relieve the high cost of legal services. Code Section

120(a)(1) stated that,

gross income of an employee, his spouse, or his dependents, does not
include--

(1) amounts contributed by an employer on behalf of an employee,
his spouse, or his dependents under a qualified group legal services
plan . . . ; or

(2) the value of legal services provided, or amounts paid for
legal services, under a qualified group legal services plan . . .

to, or with respect to, an employee, his spouse, or his dependents.

A qualified group legal services plan had to satisfy the follow¬

ing requirements.

1. A written plan had to be created by the employer. Proposed

Regulation 1.120-2(b)(2) stated that no other type of benefit (pension,

health, etc.) could be included in this plan. Sole proprietorships and

partnerships were both considered to be employers under those types of

organizations. Contrary to many fringe benefit provisions, proprietors

and partners were also able to be treated as employees.

2. The plan had to be for the exclusive benefit of the em¬

ployees, their spouses or dependents. The Proposed Regulations under

this section included as employees individuals who were retired,
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disabled, laid-off, on leave, or self-employed. Former separated em¬

ployees could be included on a self-contributory basis for no more than

one year after separation. Determination of whether an individual was a

spouse of an employee was made at the time when services were rendered.

Dependents had to meet the relationship and support tests of Code Section

152. The regulations also stated that the plan could provide legal serv¬

ices for an administrator of an estate of either the employee, spouse,

or dependents.

3. The plan had to provide benefits pertaining only to personal

legal services. Proposed Regulation Section 1.120-2(c) stated that the

services could not include legal matters that relate to areas involving

the trade, business, investment opportunities, or the collection of

income of any plan participants. However, services could include matters

relating to alimony, wills and the contesting thereof, and personal in¬

jury suits. Initial consultations, on a limited time or frequency basis,

made to establish whether the employee was in need of legal service were

permitted even though nonpersonal matters could be discussed.

Legal services included activities performed by a lawyer or per¬

formed under his direct control (e.g., services of a paralegal, law

clerk, accountant, researcher, etc.). Fees paid to third parties (e.g.,

for court services, summons, bail etc.,) could be paid by the plan to the

extent that they did not represent the payment of a tax.

4. The plan could not discriminate in terms of plan contribu¬

tions or benefits in favor of employees who were officers, shareholders,

self-employed individuals, or highly compensated.27 Proposed Regulation

Section 1.120-2(e)(3) stated that the plan benefits could vary so long as

the plan, on the whole, did not discriminate in favor of the above
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targeted group. For example, a plan that varied benefits based on years

of service would not be considered discriminatory whereas a plan that

varied benefits based on compensation would be considered discriminatory.

5. The plan could not discriminate as to eligibility to partici¬

pate in favor of employees who were officers, shareholders, self-employed

individuals, or highly compensated. The employer could exclude employees

who were governed by a collectively-bargained plan (as defined by the

Secretary of Labor) where group legal plan benefits had been subject to

good-faith bargaining.

6. No more than 25% of yearly plan contributions could be pro¬

vided for employees who are shareholders or owners (or their spouses or

dependents). Shareholders or owners were defined as individuals who, on

any day of the year, owned more than five percent of the stock or more

than five percent of the capital or profits interest in the employer.

Proposed Regulation Section 1.120-2(f)(5)(ii) specified that if the plan

failed this contribution limitation test for three successive years, the

plan was disqualified at the beginning of the next year. Reapplication

for qualification was subsequently allowed by Proposed Regulation Section

1.120-2(f)(5)(iii).

7. The employer had to apply for initial plan qualification.

Regulation Section 1.120-3 specified that Form 1024 (Application For

Recognition of Exemption Under Section 501(a) or For Determination Under

Section 120) and Schedule L had to be filed with the key district direc¬

tor of the Internal Revenue Service generally before the end of the first

plan year. The Service would subsequently issue a ruling or determina¬

tion letter indicating whether or not the plan, as filed, was considered

to be a qualified group legal services plan.
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insurance companies, to providers of legal services, to a trust formed

specifically to administer a qualified group legal services plan, or to a

tax exempt organization which pays or credits the employer contribution

to another organization or trust that is formed specifically to adminis¬

ter a qualified group legal services plan.

9. Every post-1984 group legal services plan had to file an an¬

nual information return with the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance

with the provisions of Code Section 60390.

Since the benefits of Code Section 120 expired on December 31,

1987, employees now must include the value of this benefit in gross

income, according to the rules of Temporary Regulation Section 1.61-2T,

should the employer extend this service plan beyond the above date.

Section 124—Qua!ified Commuting Expenses

Commuting expenses of an employee to and from work do not qualify

as deductible business expenses.28 with the passage of the Energy Tax

Act of 1978, Congress intended to decrease the consumption of gasoline by

encouraging taxpayers to carpool .29 To accomplish this, a tax-free

fringe benefit was provided to employees by way of encouraging employers

to furnish cost-free group transportation. Code Section 124(a) stated

that,

gross income of an employee does not include the value of qualified
transportation provided by the employer between the employee's resi¬
dence and place of employment.

"Qualified transportation" was defined as transportation in a commuter

highway vehicle that (1) seated at least eight adults (not including the

driver) and (2) was expected to be used at least 80% of the time for
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of the seating capacity (not including the driver) was occupied.

The employer had to set up a separate written plan to provide

these benefits. The plan could not discriminate in favor of employees

who were officers, shareholders, or highly compensated.30 The plan had

to state that the employees were receiving transportation benefits cost-

free from the employer and not in lieu of any compensation.

The employer could deduct the operating costs of a qualified

transportation plan as an ordinary and necessary business expense under

Code Section 162. The cost of the "highway commuter vehicle" also quali¬

fied for the investment tax credit.

Since the benefits of this Code Section expired on Oecember 31,

1985, employees now must include the value of this benefit in gross in¬

come, according to the rules of Temporary Regulation Section 1.61-2T,

should the employer extend this service beyond the above date.

Section 127--Educational Assistance Programs

Prior to 1978, a taxpayer could exclude from gross income educa¬

tional payments that qualified as either a scholarship (or fellowship)

under Code Section 117 or as work-related tuition reimbursements under

Code Section 162.31 Also, nonreimbursed business-related educational

expenses were deductible under Code Sections 162 and 212.

In enacting Code Section 127, Congress intended to foster the

growth of education nationwide by providing a special tax incentive to

employers to establish educational assistance plans for all employees.

The intent of the law was to allow employees, of all income and educa¬

tional levels, an opportunity to gain an education and, hopefully,
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provide the employer with benefits of increased productivity.

Code Section 127(a),

32 Under

gross income of an employee does not include amounts paid or expenses
incurred by the employer for educational assistance to the employee
if the assistance is furnished pursuant to a program which is described
in subsection (b).

"Educational assistance" was defined as (1) amounts paid to, or

on behalf of, the employee for educational expenses including tuition,

fees, books, supplies, and equipment, and (2) the fair market value of

educational benefits provided directly by the employer including books,

supplies, and equipment. The educational benefits did not need to be

job-related or be required as part of a degree program. "Educational

assistance" did not include (1) the expenses for, or the value of, tools

or supplies that are retained by the employee; (2) meals, lodging, or

transportation; (3) the payment for, or the value of, courses involving

sports, games, or hobbies unless the education was related to the em¬

ployer's business or was required as part of a degree program.

The maximum yearly exclusion for each employee under Section 120

was $5,000. However, educational benefits that qualified under either

Code Sections 117, 162, or 212, did not count against the dollar ceiling

The employer could deduct these payments as ordinary and necessary bus¬

iness expenses under Code Section 162.

In order for the employee to exclude the educational benefits

from gross income, the employer had to set up a formal program pursuant

to Code Section 127(b). This formal program of educational assistance

had to meet the following five requirements.

1. The employer had to establish a separate written plan that

provided educational assistance to employees. The program did not have
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to be funded, but the employer had to give notice of the plan to all el¬

igible employees. Regulation Section 1.127-2(b) stated that the educa¬

tional assistance plan could be part of a more comprehensive plan of the

employer which provided other nontaxable benefits to its employees. Sole

proprietors and partnerships were considered to be employers for Section

127(b) purposes.

2. The plan had to exist for the exclusive benefit of the en-

ployees. Regulation Section 1.127-2(d) stated that the employer, at his

discretion, could include in the plan employees who were retired, dis¬

abled, laid-off, or on leave. Self-employed individuals were considered

employees under this section. The plan could not include the educational

expenses of the employee's spouse or dependents unless these individuals
A

were also an employee of the employer.

3. The plan had to benefit employees who qualified under a

classification scheme set up by the employer which did not discriminate

in favor of employees who were officers, owners, highly compensated.33
The employer could exclude employees who were governed by a collectively-

bargained agreement (as defined by the Secretary of Labor) where educa¬

tional assistance benefits had been subject to good-faith bargaining.

A plan was not discriminatory if the favored group of employees

merely made use of the plan assistance moreso than other employees.

Also, a plan was not considered discriminatory if the employer imposed

certain constraints on the employees before making the benefits avail¬

able. For example, the employer could require that assistance would be

available if the course of study was successfully completed, or that a

minimum course grade was achieved, or that the employee remained employed

for one year subsequent to completion of the course.
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4. No more than five percent of the yearly plan assistance ben¬

efits could be attributed to employees who were shareholders or owners

(or their spouses or dependents) of the employer. Shareholders or owners

were defined as individuals who, on any day of the year, owned more than

five percent of the stock or more than five percent of the capital or

profits interest in the employer.

5. The plan could not offer the choice between educational as¬

sistance benefits and other taxable benefits.

6. Post-1984 educational assistance plans had to file an annual

information return with the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with

the provisions of Code Section 6039D.

Since the benefits of this Code Section expired on December 31,

1987, employees now must include the value of this benefit in gross

income, according to the rules of Temporary Regulation Section 1.61-2T,

should the employer extend this service beyond the above date.

Section 129--Dependent Care Assistance Programs

Since 1963, there has been some relief in the tax law for indi¬

viduals who incurred expenses for the care of dependents in order to be

gainfully employed. Code Section 214 (now repealed) provided an itemized

deduction for only a limited amount of the actual expense incurred by the

taxpayer. For those taxpayers who could not itemize, this section pro¬

vided no relief. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 replaced the itemized deduc¬

tion with a tax credit.

Code Section 21 permits a credit equal to between 20% and 30% of

the lesser of a taxpayer's actual dependent care expense, the taxpayer's

earned income, or a maximum prescribed limit (i.e., $2,400 for one
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dependent; $4,800 for 2 or more dependents.) The tax credit does not

reimburse the taxpayer, dollar for dollar, for the expense incurred. It

only provides partial relief.

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 established an incentive

for employers to establish a dependent care assistance program for its

employees by allowing the benefits provided by these plans to their

employees to be tax exempt. Employers receive a deduction under Code

Section 162 for amounts contributed to the program. Code Section 129(a)

states that,

gross income of an employee does not include amounts paid or incurred
by the employer for dependent care assistance provided to such em¬
ployee if the assistance is furnished pursuant to a program which is
described in subsection (d).

"Dependent care assistance," defined in Code Section 129(e)(1),

is employer payments for, or provisions of, services that represent ex¬

penses for household services or expenses for the care of "qualified

individuals" (dependents) that an employee would incur to enable the

employee to be gainfully employed. Regulation Section 1.44A-1(c)(2)

states that household services encompass the ordinary and usual services

necessary to maintain the taxpayer's household and must be attributed in

part to the care of dependents. For example, the services of a maid or

cook would constitute household services but the services of a bartender

or gardener would not constitute household services. Regulation Section

1.44A-l(c)(3) states that expenses for the care of a dependent would be

of the nature to assure the well-being and protection of the qualified

individual. For example, expenses incurred for a nursery school or day

care center would qualify even though part of the service includes meals

and education. Any expense incurred for dependent education on the first
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grade level or above does not qualify as dependent care. "Dependent care

assistance" does not include payments to a dependent of the employee nor

to a child of the employee who is under the age of 19 at the close of the

taxable year.

A "qualified individual," as defined in Code Section 21(b)(1), is

(1) a dependent of the taxpayer under the age of 15 for whom the taxpayer

is entitled to a dependency deduction or (2) a dependent or spouse of the

taxpayer who is mentally or physically handicapped. Payments for serv¬

ices outside of the employee's home are allowed by Code Section

21(b)(2)(B) for the employee's dependents under age 15, and are allowed

for all other qualifying individuals if they spend at least eight hours

each day in the employee's household. Therefore, expenses incurred for

nursing home services for the elderly would not qualify as dependent care

assistance. These latter payments, however, may qualify as deductible

medical expenses.

Exclusion limitation. Code Sections 129(a) and (b) impose a

limitation on the amount of gross income that may be excluded annually.

The exclusion for an unmarried employee is limited to his/her earned

income. The exclusion for a married employee is limited to the earned

income of the employee or the spouse, whichever is lower. Amounts that

qualify as an exclusion from income under Code Section 129 are ineligible

to be counted as expenses for child or dependent care purposes.

Code Section 32(c)(2) defines earned income as wages, salaries,

tips, other employee compensation, and the net earnings from self-employ¬

ment. Earned income does not include any amounts paid or provided by the

employer for dependent care assistance. Where a spouse is either a full¬

time student or is incapacitated, the earned income of the spouse, for
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month if one dependent is involved ($400 per month if two or more depen¬

dents are involved).

Dependent care assistance program. In order for the employees to

exclude the dependent care assistance payments from income, the employer

must set up a separately written plan, for the exclusive benefit of the

employees, that provides dependent care assistance. The plan need not be

funded. The employer must notify all eligible employees of the existence

and the terms of the plan. Also, the plan must furnish, on or before

January 31st, a written statement to all employees which indicates the

amount of dependent care assistance provided to each individual during

the previous calendar year.

The plan must not discriminate as to contributions or benefits in

favor of employees who are officers, owners, or highly compensated, or

their dependents.34 The employer may exclude employees covered by a col¬

lectively-bargained plan (as defined by the Secretary of Labor) if de¬

pendent care assistance had been the subject of good-faith bargaining.

No more than 25% of the plan expenditures may be provided for

employees who are shareholders or owners (or their spouses or dependents)

of the employer. Shareholders or owners are defined as individuals who,

on any day of the year, owned more than five percent of the stock or more

than five percent of the capital or profits interest in the employer.

The plan is not discriminatory if the favored group of employees merely

makes use of certain types of plan assistance moreso than other em¬

ployees.
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Section 132--Certain Fringe Benefits

The fringe benefit area, for more than a decade, has been a con¬

troversial area for both the IRS and taxpayer alike. Specifically, the

focus of the argument has been the realm of nonstatutory fringe benefits.

In the past, Congress usually has followed the initiative of the public

sector in determining which benefits to exclude from income.35 As em¬

ployers attempted to be creative and competitive with fringe benefits,

the issue of gift (nontaxable) versus taxable compensation emerged. As

early as 1921, the IRS ruled that free railroad passes to employees were

determined to be tax-free gifts. Because of such administrative rulings,

taxpayers began to expand the area of nonstatutory fringes. A growing

"erroneous" perception that nonstatutory fringe benefits were nontaxable

became evident. The IRS dismissed many of the cases on de minimus

grounds. However, as inflation took its toll on revenue collections, the

Treasury decided to take a stand. In 1975, the Treasury circulated a

draft of proposed regulations outlining the rules for nontaxable fringes.

The public opposed the draft so vehemently such that the draft was subse¬

quently withdrawn. In 1978, Congress imposed a moratorium on the is¬

suance of Treasury rulings and regulations under Code Section 61 with

respect to the income tax treatment of nonstatutory fringe benefits.

This moratorium was extended several times until it was due to expire on

December 31, 1983.

On July 18, 1984, President Reagan signed into law the Deficit

Reduction Act of 1984 which included a new Code Section 132 that was to

end the fringe benefit controversy. According to the House Committee

Report, this piece of legislation was enacted for several reasons.
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The committee believes that by providing rules which essentially
codify many present practices under which employers provide their own
products and services tax-free to a broad group of employees, and
by ending the uncertainties arising from a moratorium on the Trea¬
sury Department's ability to clarify the tax treatment of these
benefits, the bill substantially improves the equity and administra¬
tion of the tax system.36

The Conference Committee Report states that the legislative mora¬

torium on the issuance of regulations by the IRS is not to be extended.

The legislation enacts provisions to exclude certain fringe benefits from

the Federal income tax law as well as from the social security and fed¬

eral unemployment taxes. Any fringe benefit not qualifying under the new

law or under any existing statutory fringe benefit provision is to be

included in gross income and in the base for employment taxes at the

excess of the benefit's fair market value over the amount paid, if any,

by the employee for the benefit.

Code Section 132(a) excludes from gross income any fringe benefit

which qualifies as a (1) no-additional-cost service, (2) qualified em¬

ployee discount, (3) working condition fringe, or (4) de minimus fringe.

These four exceptions are explored below.

No-additional-cost service. To qualify under this exception, the

service provided by the employer to his employees must be the same as

that provided to noneinployee customers. This service must be in the

same line of business as the one in which the employee is employed.

Also, the employer must not incur any substantial additional cost (in¬

cluding foregone revenue) in providing the service to the employee. In

effect, the employee would be merely enjoying the benefit of excess ca¬

pacity which would result from the services not being purchased by ordi¬

nary customers (e.g., airline, railroad, and subway seats, hotel rooms,

telephone service, etc.). It is immaterial whether the employer provides
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the service at no charge, or at a reduced rate, or offers a rebate to the

employee.

The House Ways and Means Committee Report for the 1984 Tax Act

provides the rules for the line of business requirement. These require¬

ments were imposed to avoid inequities between employees of large con¬

glomerates that operate in many lines of business as opposed to employees

working for a smaller employer who generally would operate in only a

single line of business. An employer has more than one line of business

if the products or services sold to nonemployee customers fall into more

than one industry group.

If an employee performs services that benefit more than one line

of business of the employer (e.g., accountant, attorney, etc.), then the

no-additional-cost services that may be excluded by the employee include

those provided by all lines of business that are served.

Code Section 132(g)(1) states that all employees of corporations

that are members of a controlled group (e.g., parent-subsidiary, etc.,)

are to be treated as employees of a single employer. This rule also ap¬

plies to employees of proprietorships or partnerships under common con¬

trol and to employees of affiliated service groups. The line of business

rules, however, remain intact.

Code Section 132(g)(2) permits two unrelated employers to under¬

take a reciprocal arrangement to provide employees of both firms with

no-additional-cost services of either firm. The arrangement must be in

writing and neither employer may incur any substantial additional cost

in providing the service. The House Committee Report specifies that the

line of business rule also governs these reciprocal arrangements.
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Employees include those that are (1) currently employed, (2) re¬

tired or disabled, (3) widows or widowers of the retired or disabled

employees, (4) spouses or dependents of the currently employed, retired,

or disabled. Benefits provided as no-additional-cost services to em¬

ployees who are officers, owners, or highly compensated^ will be ex¬

cluded from income if the benefits are provided on substantially the same

terms to all employees under a classification set up by the employer

which does not discriminate in favor of these individuals. Otherwise,

these favored employees would be subject to federal income and employment

taxes on the excess of the fair market value over any amount paid by the

employee for the benefit. The House Committee Report states that the

employer may set up an employee classification based on seniority, full¬

time versus part-time employees, or job description as long as the effect

is not discriminatory.

Qualified employee discounts. Gross income does not include the

value of a discount that the employee receives on qualified property or

services of the employer subject to several constraints. The discount

offered may either be a reduction in price or a third-party cash rebate.

The tax-free discount is only available on "qualified" property.

Qualified property includes any property, not including real estate or

property commonly held for investment, that is sold to nonernployee cus¬

tomers in the same line of business in which the employee is employed.

The House Committee Report specifically excludes such property as secur¬

ities, gold coins, residential and commercial real estate, and interests

in mineral-producing property. These commodities represent goods which

any employee can easily resell at a price at which the employer could
have sold them to nonemployee customers. The same line of business rules
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apply here as they did for the no-additional-cost service except that no

exclusion is available for discounts involving reciprocal arrangements

between two unrelated employers.

The excludable discount made available to the employee for serv¬

ices may not exceed 20% of the ordinary selling price of the service.

With respect to "qualified" property, the excludable discount may not

exceed the employer's selling price multiplied by the employer's gross

profit percentage. The selling price and cost of the merchandise may be

computed upon the aggregate sales of a specific line of business (e.g., a

department store) or the employer may set up a reasonable classification

for the computation (e.g., high-markup items versus low-markup items).

The cost of the merchandise is computed under the prevailing inventory

rules of Code Section 471.

The term, "employee," is defined the same as it was for the

no-additional-cost services. Also, the same nondiscrimination standards

apply here as they did for the no-additional-cost services.

Working condition fringe benefit. To qualify as a working condi¬

tion fringe benefit, the property or services provided by the employer

must be of the nature that, if the employee paid for such benefit, it

would have qualified as an employee business expense under Code Sections

162 or 167. The House Committee Report states that working condition

fringe benefits may constitute (1) employee use of a company car or plane

strictly for use in the employer's business; (2) employer expenditures

for on-the-job training; (3) employer expenditures for subscriptions to

business periodicals. Code Section 132(h)(4) includes free or reduced-

cost parking provided to an employee at or near the employer's premises

as a working condition fringe benefit.
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The fair market value of any property or services consumed by the

employee for personal reasons must be included in the employee's gross

income unless it qualifies as a de minimus fringe (see next section be¬

low). The House Committee Report also includes, in the working condition

fringe benefit classification, any property or services that the employer

may provide because of safety precautions when the benefit constitutes an

ordinary and necessary business expense for the employer. Accordingly,

there are no nondiscrimination standards that must be applied to working

condition fringe benefits.

Special rules apply when an employer manufactures a product

(e.g., cars, boats, etc.,) for sale to nonemployee customers but allows

the employee to use the product away from the business premises for

product testing and evaluation. The employee's use of the product is

considered a working condition fringe benefit only if the following

conditions are met: (1) product testing and evaluation is an ordinary and

necessary business expense of the employer; (2) testing procedures cannot

be adequately accomplished on the employer's premises; (3) the product is

furnished to the employee for the sole purpose of product testing and

evaluation; (4) the product is furnished to the employee for only the

time necessary to complete the testing and evaluation procedures; (5) the

employer imposes limitations on the use of the product to diinish its

value to the employee (e.g., no choice of model or color, prohibited use

by family members); (6) the employee must submit records of the product

testing and evaluation.^

Code Section 132(h)(3) addresses the issue of whether automobiles

used for demonstration purposes by auto salesmen would constitute a

working condition fringe benefit. In order to qualify for exclusion,
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the auto must be provided to a full-time salesman for use in the area of

the dealer's premises, must be furnished to facilitate the salesman's

performance, and the employer must place substantial restrictions upon

the use of the auto. Temporary Regulation Section 1.13?-lT(A-4a) indi¬

cates that there will be no exclusion for working condition fringe bene¬

fits that relate to the use of company autos unless the employee provides

records that substantiate the use of the auto.39

De minimus fringe benefit. The fair market value of property or

services provided by an employer to the employees which, after taking

into account the frequency of usage, is so small that accounting for the

benefit is unreasonable or administratively impractical is considered a

de minimus fringe benefit. The House Committee Report gives the follow¬

ing examples of de minimus fringe benefits: the typing of personal let¬

ters by the company secretary, personal use of a copy machine, occasional

employee cocktail parties or picnics, supper money or taxi fares provided

to employees who work overtime, employee holiday gifts having a small

value, theatre or sporting event tickets, and coffee and doughnuts fur¬

nished to the employees.

An employer subsidy for employee meals that are obtained in a

facility operated by the employer may qualify as a de minimus fringe

benefit. Code Section 132(e)(2) permits the excess of the fair market

value of the meals over the charge made to the employees to qualify as a

de minimus fringe benefit if three requirements are met. First, the

eating facility must be located on or near the business premises of the

employer. Second, the revenue derived from the operation must equal or

exceed the employer's direct operating costs. Third, the benefits pro¬

vided must not discriminate in favor of employees who are officers,
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clude the value of the subsidy in gross income.

Athletic facilities. Code Section 132(a) does not include ath¬

letic facilites as one of the excludable fringe benefit classifications.

Code Section 132(h)(5) excludes from gross income the value of athletic

facilities operated by the employer on his premises which are used pri¬

marily by the employees, their spouses, and their dependent children.

The House Committee Report specifies that the athletic facility need not

be on the business premises but must be on premises owned by the em¬

ployer. Such facilities may include a swimming pool, gym, tennis court,

or a golf course. Membership fees in a country club will not qualify for

exclusion from gross income under this section unless the club is owned

and operated by the employer and meets the employee usage requi reinents of

this section. Code Section 274(e)(5) imposes nondiscrimination require¬

ments on the employer in order to qualify athletic facility expenditures

as a business deduction.

Deferred Compensation Plans^l
Various forms of deferred compensation schemes have also been af¬

forded preferential tax treatment. Deferred compensation arrangements

arise when an employer obligates himself to pay compensation to an em¬

ployee in the future in addition to, or as a substitute for, current

compensation. The tax consequences to employers and employees are depen¬

dent upon the nature of the plan.

Qualified Deferred Compensation Plans

Qualified plans include pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus, and

annuity plans that are governed by Code Sections 401-404. These plans



were originally enacted under the Internal Revenue Code of 1939. Sub¬

stantial revisions have been made to these rules over the years, notably,

through the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).

The employer receives a tax deduction in the year of contribution

to the plan within the limits of Code Section 404. The employee is not

taxed on these current contributions made to the plans nor taxed on any

earnings that are permitted to accumulate. The employee is taxed when

the benefits are distributed or made available.

Salary Reduction Plans

Private retirement plans have been in existence prior to the De¬

pression years and rapidly expanded during the World War II era.42 Al¬

though Congress had addressed pension reform in the drafting of the 1939

Code by 1974 several creative retirement plans were causing difficult

policy issues.43

In cases where the employer could not afford to set up a perma¬

nent retirement plan, one alternative was to offer a salary reduction

plan. A qualified plan (trust) was formed but the employee had the

choice to take his current compensation in cash or to have a certain

portion of his compensation contributed to the plan. These plans were

known as cash or deferred profit-sharing plans. Under pre-1974 law, this

type of qualified plan allowed the employer an immediate pension deduc¬

tion and allowed the contributing employee to exclude that portion of

income from the tax base. Both employer and employee were exempt from

payroll and unemployment taxes on the amounts contributed to the plan.

For the most part, the IRS was condescending to these plans as

long as they were not discriminatory. Many plans received favorable
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letter rulings and the IRS issued three Revenue Rulings to demonstrate

the acceptable participation and discrimination standards.44 Ry 1972,

the IRS began questioning the proliferation of these types of arrange¬

ments and modified its position by issuing proposed regulations.

In the ERISA pension reform measures of 1974, the cash or de¬

ferred profit-sharing arrangements were addressed. Congress restricted

the ability of taxpayers to create new plans. Existing plans retained

their tax benefits. New plans had to request an advance IRS ruling to

obtain the desired tax advantages. Otherwise, new plans would subject

employees to current taxation on amounts contributed to the plan.

Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Plans

Usually, nonqualified deferred compensation plans arise when an

employer makes a promise to reward an employee for future services with a

payment to be made at a future date (i.e., at the time of the employee's

retirement.) These plans have no qualification standard and can com¬

pletely discriminate in favor of key employees, executives, or any target

group. No IRS approval is necessary for plan adoption nor for its sus¬

pension, revision, or termination. The plan may be unfunded or funded.

Stock Options

Stock options compensate employees by offering future ownership

in a firm. The employer offers the stock option with certain restric¬

tions (e.g., option price, exercise rights, etc.,) as an incentive to

retain good employees or to offer new employees a competitive form of

compensation. In return, the employee has the right to purchase the

employer's stock at a designated price.



The tax consequences of stock options to both the employer and

the employee depend upon whether the stock option meets the statutory

requirements of the tax law or falls into the nonstatutory area.
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CHAPTER 3
CAFETERIA PLANS

In general, cafeteria plans are arrangements whereby each em¬

ployee has the opportunity to spend a specified percentage of his or her

compensation on fringe benefits in lieu of receiving a cash payment. The

cafeteria concept was introduced in the management literature in the

early 1960s. As outlined earlier, evidence indicates that this concept

was thought to be a viable incentive in retaining, as well as, attracting

new employees even before the tax laws gave preferential treatment to its

status.1 The following sections of this chapter explain the general

nature and the current taxation of cafeteria plans.

Cafeteria Plan Features

The cafeteria plan concept embodies the following features.

1. Freedom of choice. Employees participate in selecting their

benefits according to their needs.

2. Equality between employees. No employee or group of em¬

ployees is discriminated against with respect to fringe benefits offered

by the firm.

3. Security. The very basic benefits (i.e., life and health

insurance) are usually offered in the plan.

4. Flexibility. The plan offers a diversity of benefits to

make the concept advantageous to both management and to the employees.

5. Yearly benefit assessment. The plan allows employees to re¬

vise their benefit choices on no less than an annual basis.

60
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6. Ease of choice. The plan is as simple as possible, yet pro¬
vides enough choices to satisfy employee needs.

The cafeteria plan concept is considered to be employee-oriented.
However, there are advantages and disadvantages to both employees and

management in the adoption of such a plan.

Consequences to Management of Cafeteria Plans

The adoption of a cafeteria plan can have certain advantages and

disadvantages for management.

Management advantages. Six advantages are often cited as encour¬

aging management's adoption of a cafeteria plan. These include

1. Direct savings of payroll taxes on the fringe benefits chosen

by the employee in lieu of cash wages.

2. New benefits introduced at little or minimal cost to the em¬

ployer because the employee is the one who buys the benefit in exchange
for other lesser benefits.

3. Increased employee compensation without increased costs due

to the employees' perception of benefits being status symbols.
4. Increased employee awareness of the value of benefits since

the alternative is cash.

5. Improved employee relations stemming from employee partici¬
pation in the compensation process.

6. The ability to attract and retain qualified personnel.

Management disadvantages. Four disadvantages are often cited as

discouraging management from adopting a cafeteria plan. These include

1. Complexity of administration in keeping records of each em-

*

ployee's benefits.
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2. Increased communication costs to enable the employees to

understand the program details and to persuade employees that the program

benefits the mutual interests of both the employer and the employee.

3. Increased start-up costs in getting the basic benefit amounts

established because of adverse selection among plan participants espe¬

cially in the area of insurance. Adverse selection occurs when there is

a disproportionate amount of bad-risk individuals pooled with good-risk

individuals and the bad-risk group cannot be effectively excluded from

purchasing the benefit. As in the case of insurance, the medical claims

of the bad-risk group will tend to drive up the cost of the insurance

coverage for all individuals.

4. The eventual detrimental effects of the "wrong choice" prob¬

lem where some employees may overallocate benefit coverage in one area

leaving themselves exposed without coverage in another area (e.g., taking

a larger cash bonus instead of obtaining adequate health insurance or

taking larger current benefits instead of retirement benefits).

Although the disadvantages might appear very costly, some firms

have already addressed the above problems quite satisfactorily.-

Consequences to Employees of Cafeteria Plans

The participation in a cafeteria plan can have certain advantages

and disadvantages for the employees.

Employee advantages. Six advantages are often cited encouraging

employees to participate in a cafeteria plan. These include

1. Direct tax savings from purchasing benefits with pretax dol-

1 ars.

2. Direct cost savings through group purchasing.
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3. Assessment of his/her true rate of overall compensation be¬

cause cash can be taken in lieu of benefits.

4. Flexibility to choose what he/she needs by avoiding unwanted

benefits.

5. Access to new benefits.

6. Increased job motivation because of participation in company

matters.

Employee disadvantages. Three disadvantages are often cited as

discouraging employee participation in cafeteria plans. These include

1. Complexity of choice and the need for financial advisement to

avoid the "wrong choice" problem.

2. A lock-in effect whereby the employee becomes locked-in to

certain benefits for at least a year.

3. Distrust of management that benefits are being reduced.

The disadvantages of cafeteria plans with respect to the employee

are not so formidable considering that employees make similar choices

that affect their financial well-being outside of the employment area

that may have far more impact on their daily lives (e.g., buying durable

goods, buying a home, investing, etc.). Most of these examples illus¬

trate a lock-in of their choice for considerably more than one year. As

far as distrusting management, any employee that participates in a cafe¬

teria plan should take the time to investigate the plan details. For the

plan to succeed, management must provide the employees with information

that will have a positive effect on the employees' behavior.

From the above discussions of the advantages and disadvantages

for both management and its employees, it appears that the cafeteria plan



concept can be an economically advantageous approach to compensation

management for all parties involved.

Types of Cafeteria Plans

The way in which a cafeteria plan may be designed is only limited

by the designer's imagination because each firm has its distinct profile

of employees. Each firm probably has a particular philosophy or program

of offering its fringe benefits. However, most plans may be designed

around the following three configurations.3
1. Mini-pian. Instead of offering all employees the same pack¬

age of benefits, the employer designs a set of benefit packages aimed at

specific groups such as single employees, married employees with non¬

working spouses, etc. Each plan is of equivalent value. Each employee

selects one, and only one, package. This approach, although adminis¬

tratively simpler than the two plans described below, offers more flexi¬

bility and, in reality, provides the same basic security as that of the

employer's current compensation plan practices.

2. Core plan. Starting with the employer's existing benefits, a

"core" or minimum offering of these benefits would be a required purchase

by all employees. The employees would have a choice of retaining their

existing level of benefits or choosing lower benefits (down to the spec¬

ified core values) thereby accumulating credits. These credits would

then be used to purchase other benefits not included in the core. The

employee would also be able to purchase any benefits through additional

payroll deductions. This approach, not without administrative costs and

pricing problems, attempts to provide flexibility and security. It is

also a transition approach from the employer's current compensation plan

practices to the cafeteria concept.



3. Full choice plan. Under this arrangement, the employee is

allowed to spend a fixed percentage of compensation on any benefit of¬

fered by the firm. This arrangement provides full flexibility without

employer responsibility for employee choices.

Legislative History of the Taxation of Cafeteria Plans^

The earliest attempt to regulate the taxation of fringe benefits

offered under a cafeteria plan was through Section 2006 of the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).5 At that time, Congress

was unsure of the treatment that should be afforded participants in a

salary reduction plan or a cash or deferred profit-sharing plan. Up

until 1972, the IRS allowed employees to exclude from income any amount

contributed by an employer to such a retirement plan even if the source

of the funds was an agreement by the employee to take a salary or bonus

reduction or to forego future salary increases. (In contrast, employee

contributions to an employer-maintained, qualified retirement plan were

not tax deductible.) On December 6, 1972, the IRS issued proposed regu¬

lations that would have taxed employees on the employer contributions to

salary reduction plans.

When Congress addressed the issue of salary reduction plans in

1974, it saw no difference between the substance of these plans and that

of cafeteria plans (i.e., employees purchasing benefits with pretax

dollars). In order to more fully understand the ramifications of these

areas, Congress put a freeze on the tax status of all of these plans.

Specifically, the Section 2006 of ERISA stated that all employer

contributions made before January 1, 1977 to cafeteria plans, that were
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in existence on June 27, 1974, would be included in the employee's gross

income to the extent that the employee actually elected taxable benefits.

In the case of cafeteria plans established after June 27, 1974, all em¬

ployer contributions would be included in the employee's gross income to

the extent that the employee could have elected taxable benefits. Hence,

all cafeteria plans initiated after June 27, 1974 were governed by the

constructive receipt doctrine. This doctrine states that when a taxpayer

can choose between taxable and nontaxable benefits, al 1 benefits become

taxable because availability of the election. The Tax Reform Act of 1976

extended the above rules to employer contributions made before January 1,

1978.6 jhg jax Treatment Extension Act of 1977 further extended the

rules to employer contributions made before January 1, 1979.^

Congress enacted Code Section 125 as part of the Revenue Act of

1978^ to establish permanent rules for the taxation of cafeteria plans.

Effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1978, a cafe¬

teria plan had to be a written plan allowing employees to choose between

cash, taxable benefits, and nontaxable benefits. Both the House and

Senate versions of the bill stipulated that the nontaxable benefits would

include only group-term life insurance up to $50,000 of coverage, dis¬

ability benefits, accident and health benefits, and group legal services.

Deferred compensation plans were not to be included in a cafeteria plan.

The nontaxable benefits chosen would not be included in the employee's

gross income but the cash and taxable benefits chosen v/ould be taxable as

compensation upon their receipt by the employee. This legislation also

required specific nondiscrimination standards with respect to the eligi¬

bility rules for plan participation, the employer contributions, and the

plan benefits.
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The Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1980^ added a sentence to Code

Section 125(d)(2) allowing profit-sharing or stock bonus plans which in¬

cluded a qualified cash or deferred compensation arrangement (as speci¬

fied in Code Section 401(k)(2)) to be included in the cafeteria plan

design.

During the years 1978-1983, taxpayers were wary in setting up

cafeteria plans for two major reasons. First, the IRS did not propose

any regulations for interpreting Code Section 125. Second, for at least

a decade, the entire fringe benefit area was under scrutiny with regard

to exactly which fringe benefits were to be considered nontaxable. In

1975, the Treasury circulated a draft of proposed regulations outlining

the rules for nontaxable fringe benefits. In 1978, Congress imposed a

moratorium on the issuance of Treasury rulings and regulations under Code

Section 61 with respect to the income tax treatment of nonstatutory

fringe benefits. Congress wanted more time to study the fringe benefit

area.

As mentioned above, Congress had only four statutory fringe bene¬

fits, plus certain deferred compensation plans, in mind as constituting

the nontaxable fringe benefits of a cafeteria plan. However, Code Sec¬

tion 125(f) which was incorporated in 1978 had defined the nontaxable

benefits to be included in a cafeteria plan as "any benefit which . . .

is not includible in the gross income of the employee." With the non¬

statutory fringe benefit controversy still unsettled, taxpayers formu¬

lated cafeteria plans based on existing fringe benefit practices.

On February 10, 1984, the IRS issued a news release (IR-84-22)

attacking so-called "flexible spending" and "zero balance reimbursement"

(ZEBRA) accounts. These accounts were taxpayer variations of the
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cafeteria plan concept.10 The IRS asserted that these types of plans

were deferred compensation devices not qualifying for tax-free benefit

treatment and inferred that both employers and employees would be liable

for back income taxes, penalties, and interest.

In May of 1984, the IRS issued proposed regulations for Code Sec¬

tion 125 and allowed a transition period for plans that currently were

not in compliance with the Regulations. In addition, the proposed regu¬

lations insisted that the only nontaxable benefits that could be offered

in a cafeteria plan were those benefits that were, at present, excluded

from gross income under a specific provision of the Code and were not

specifically prohibited from inclusion in a cafeteria plan. At that

time, the eligible fringe benefits were group-term life insurance up to

$50,000 of coverage, health and accident insurance, qualified group legal

services, and dependent care assistance programs.

In essence, the IRS was tightening the rules of cafeteria plans

and was forcing a solution to the nontaxable fringe benefit argument by

allowing only those statutorily-excluded benefits to be part of the

cafeteria plan design. As of yet, these proposed regulations have not

been formally approved.

On July 18, 1984, President Reagan signed into law the Tax Reform

Act of 1984 (TRA 84).H Section 531(b) of this Act was devoted to

changes in the cafeteria plan area. Most of the provisions were ef¬

fective on January 1, 1985. The major ramifications of TRA 84 were

1. Revision of the cafeteria plan definition.

2. Determination of the nontaxable fringe benefits available

under the cafeteria plan concept.
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3. Prohibition of a cafeteria plan from discriminating in favor

of a "key employee."

4. Addition of reporting requirements for employers.

5. Adoption of transitional rules for plans in existence on

February 10, 1984 that failed the requirements of the IRS proposed regu¬

lations.

6. Directing the Secretary of Health and Human Services to con¬

duct a study of the effects of cafeteria plans on health care costs. The

following section of this chapter examines the provisions of Code Section

125 as it is now amended.

Taxation of Cafeteria Plans*?

Code Section 125(a) states that,

except as provided in subsection (b), no amount shall be included in
the gross income of a participant in a cafeteria plan solely because,
under the plan, the participant may choose among the benefits of the
pi an.

The essence of this statement is to preclude the constructive receipt

doctrine from coming into play (causing taxation of benefits to em¬

ployees) if the Section 125 requirements are met.

The Cafeteria PI an

The cafeteria plan is defined in Code Section 125(d) in three

basic statements. First, the plan must be a written document. Second,

the only participants must be employees of the employer. Third, the

participants must have the right to choose among two or more benefits

consisting of only cash and statutory nontaxable benefits.

Written plan. The written plan document must contain at least

the following information: (1) the specific description of the available
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plan benefits and the periods of benefit coverage; (2) the eligibility
rules for plan participation; (3) the benefit election rules which in¬

clude the time of election, the time for revocations, and the time of

effective benefit coverage; (4) the source of plan funding; (5) the

maximum amount of employer contributions per participant; (6) the desig¬

nated plan year of operation.13
In describing the plan benefits, reference may simply be made to

other benefit plans that are already in existence (e.g., an existing

group legal services plan). However, any difference in the cafeteria

plan's dollar benefits from any separate written plans must be disclosed.

Employees as participants. The term "employee" includes present

and former employees of the employer. A cafeteria plan may not be estab¬

lished for the predominant benefit of former employees. Employees of a

controlled group of business operations are considered as employees of a

single employer. Self-employed individuals are not considered as em¬

ployees for purposes of a cafeteria plan. 14

Spouses and dependents of employees are not allowed to directly

participate in a cafeteria plan through the selection or purchase of

benefits. However, they may indirectly participate in selecting certain

options because of employee death. Also, they may indirectly prosper

from benefits selected on their behalf (e.g., health insurance coverage

for an entire family or dependent care coverage).

Benefit selection. The plan must offer each employee the choice

of selecting between taxable and nontaxable benefits. The plan must

include at least one taxable benefit and one nontaxable benefit. A

provision must be included to enable an employee to make benefit elec¬

tions before the time period in which a taxable benefit may be available
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Also, a provision must be included to prevent an employee from revoking

an election after the election period has passed and before the benefit

is received.15 Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (Q-A 8) specifies

that a participant may revoke an election after the benefit period has

started and may make a new election of benefits only in the case of a

change in family status (e.g., marriage, divorce, death of a spouse or

child, birth or adoption of a child, and termination of employment of a

spouse).

Under Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (Q-A 6), the plan's

funding may come from employer and employee contributions. Employer

contributions may be voluntary or may be part of a salary reduction plan

as long as the compensation (1) has not actually or constructively been

received by the enployee and (2) will not subsequently be made available

to the employees until after the benefit selection period has ended.

Definition of Nontaxable Benefits

Code Section 125(f) infers that the only nontaxable benefits

that may be offered in a cafeteria plan are group-term life insurance

(even if it exceeds $50,000 of protection) ,16 accident and health insur¬

ance, group legal services, and dependent care assistance payments. The

same Code Section specifically excludes the following nontaxable fringe

benefits from inclusion in a cafeteria plan: scholarships (Section 117),

van pooling (Section 124), educational assistance programs (Section 127),

and miscellaneous fringe benefits (Section 132).

Code Section 125 does not determine whether a benefit is taxable

or nontaxable. According to Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (Q-A

16), the following guidelines are to be followed. If a benefit is
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considered nontaxable in the Code, then it is nontaxable for cafeteria

plan purposes (e.g., accident and health premiums excluded by Code Sec¬

tion 106). If a benefit is nontaxable in the Code but specifically

prohibited from being included in a cafeteria plan, then its inclusion in

a cafeteria plan would make its benefits taxable (e.g., van pooling

benefits available under Code Section 124). If a benefit is taxable in

the Code, it remains taxable if offered under a cafeteria plan (e.g.,

payments for home mortgage insurance.)

Nondiscrimination Standards

Code Section 125(b) states that a cafeteria plan must not dis¬

criminate in favor of highly compensated individuals with respect to

participation standards and with respect to the contributions and bene¬

fits of the plan. If discrimination occurs, these favored individuals

must include the employer contributions in income to the extent that they

could have elected taxable benefits under the plan. A highly compensated

individual (participant) is defined in Code Section 125(e) as one who is

an officer or a five percent shareholder of the employer, is highly com¬

pensated (based on the facts and circumstances), or is a spouse or de¬

pendent of an individual in one of the aforementioned three classes. A

plan that is maintained under an agreement that the Secretary finds to be

a collectively-bargained agreement between employee representatives and

one or more employers will not be considered discriminatory.

Participation standards. Under Code Section 125(g)(3), the same

employee participation standards must be used for all employees of the

employer. A plan that is set up by the employer to benefit a classifi¬

cation of employees that the Secretary finds not discriminatory in favor
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of employees who are officers, shareholders, or who are highly compen¬

sated is not treated as discriminatory. Thus, unlike qualified plans, no

cafeteria plan may require any employee to complete more than three years

of employment with the employer in order to be eligible for participa¬

tion. Once an employee has satisfied the employment standard and is

otherwise eligible for entry into the plan, he/she must be permitted to

participate in the plan no later than the first day of the first plan

year subsequent to meeting the employment standard unless the employee

was separated from service before such date.

Benefits and contributions. Linder Code Section 125(c), a plan is

not discriminatory if the statutory nontaxable benefits and total bene¬

fits (or employer contributions for these benefits) do not discriminate

in favor of highly compensated participants. All plan participants must

be given an equal opportunity to select nontaxable benefits and the

actual benefit selection must not be discriminatory.

Under Code Section 125(g)(2), special rules must be met when a

plan provides health benefits. A plan is not discriminatory if the

contributions for each participant equal 100% of the benefit coverage of

the majority of highly compensated participants within the same family

size, or are at least 75% of the cost of the most expensive coverage of

any plan participant within the same family size. In addition, any

contributions in excess of the above limits must bear a uniform relation¬

ship to compensation.

Code Section 125(b)(2) adds another nondiscrimination rule which

states that no more than 25% of the statutory nontaxable benefits pro¬

vided to all plan participants may be provided to "key employees".!7
(The statutory nontaxable benefits do not include group-term life
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insurance in excess of $50,000 for this purpose.) If this requirement is

not met, the key employees and highly compensated employees will be taxed

as though they received all taxable benefits under the plan.

Taxation of Discriminatory Plans

When a plan is found to be discriminatory, the highly compensated

participants or the key employees, as the case may be, are taxed on the

employer contributions that represent the highest aggregate value of tax¬

able benefits that could have been elected by these participants in the

plan. The employee includes the amount of these employer contributions

as gross income for the year in which the plan year ends.

Even if the plan is discriminatory, the employees who are not

highly compensated will be taxed only on the taxable plan benefits that

they had selected. In all cases where plan benefits are taxable, payroll

taxes will be imposed upon the employer and the employee through the

provisions of Code Sections 3121(a) and 3306(b).

Recordkeeping Requirements

Code Section 125(h) mandates certain reporting requirements in

accordance with Code Section 6039D. Any employer who maintains a cafe¬

teria plan during any year beginning after December 31, 1984 must file a

return indicating the following information: (1) the number of its em¬

ployees; (2) the number of employees eligible to participate in the plan;

(3) the number of employees participating in the plan; (4) the total cost

of the plan for the plan year; (5) the name, address, taxpayer identifi¬

cation number, and the type of business of the employer.

In addition, every employer must maintain records to substantiate

the cafeteria plan requirements of Code Section 125. From time to time,
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the Secretary of the Treasury may require specific information from a

select group of employers and that information must he furnished on

demand. Code Section 6652(f) imposes a penalty of $25 per day (not to

exceed $15,000) for failure to file any information returns under Code

Section 60390.

Transitional Rules for Compliance

Section 531(b)(5) of the TRA 84 established two transitional

rules for cafeteria plans that were in existence on February 10, 1984 and

which did not comply with the proposed Treasury regulations. These rules

were intended to give employers time to make their plans conform to the

proposed regulations without imposing retroactive penalties of prior year

income taxes, interest, and penalties on both the employer and the em¬

ployee.

The general transition rule states that any plan in existence on

February 10, 1984 that failed, and continued to fail, to satisfy the

proposed Treasury regulations with respect to (1) the operational re¬

quirements of the cafeteria plan rules or (2) the specific requireinents

regarding the statutory nontaxable benefits included within a cafeteria

plan design will not be disqualified before the later of January 1, 1985

or the date the plan modification occurred which provided the additional

benefits.

A special transitional rule applies to "flexible spending" and

"ZEBRA" arrangements. These plans are not disqualified before the later

of July 1, 1985 or the date the plan modification occurred which provided

the additional benefits. However, in order to maintain their favorable

tax status for the additional six months, these plans must provide that
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after December 31, 1984, plan contributions must be fixed before the

beginning of the plan year and unused contributions (taxable cash) cannot

be distributed until the end of the plan year. The regulations state

that unused contributions may be carried over to the next succeeding plan

year.^

Section 531(b)(5)(C) of the 1984 Act provides that the transi¬

tional relief will be granted for cafeteria plans that were not in exis¬

tence on February 10, 1984 but for which employers had made a substantial

financial commitment to implement. For these plans, the plan will be

considered to have been in existence on February 10, 1984 if, as of such

date, the employer had incurred $15,000 of implementation costs or had

incurred more than one-half the costs of implementing a plan.

Notes

^See D.L. Thomsen, "Introducing Cafeteria Compensation in Your
Company," Personnel Journal 56 (March 1977): 124-131 for a list of at
least eighty different fringe benefits that firms have been offering
employees. These range from various types of insurance plans (e.g.,
accident, life, health, auto, homeowner, etc.,) and retirement plans, to
paid workdays for personal travel, education, political activities, and
birthdays. See "A Benefits Shopping Spree," Computer Decisions, March
1983, pp. 27-28 and "Flexible Compensation Cuts Costs and Meets Employee
Needs," Personnel 60 (March-April 1983): 47-49 for evidence of firm
success with cafeteria plans.

^The article by E. Wojahn, "Beyond the Fringes," Inc., March
1984, pp. 61-66 discusses how several firms have put a cafeteria plan
into operation. The firm of Hewitt Associates, a benefits consulting
firm with 400 employees, was able to administer employee benefits under
their cafeteria plan by using note cards. The Clairson International
Corporation, with 400 employees, opted to put their cafeteria plan on a
minicomputer. Both Clairson and the Quill Corporation (500 employees)
communicated with their employees by holding meetings, distributing note¬
books, pamphlets, and paycheck inserts over a period of time to the em¬
ployees. Neither Clairson nor Quill experienced the problem of increased
start-up costs. However, both plans were "reimbursement accounts" which
were subsequently outlawed by the IRS. These types of plans diminished
the adverse selection problem because the employee was not choosing
coverage but was submitting expenses for reimbursement against a fixed
dollar account. The way in which a cafeteria plan can ease the problem
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of adverse selection is to pool different insurance policies (i.e.,medical and dental coverage) to create a lower risk factor for the insur¬
ance carrier thereby bringing the costs down. With respect to the "wrongchoice" problem, a "core" of benefits can be made mandatory.

■^Adapted from A. Cole, Jr., "Flexible Benefits Are a Key to Bet¬
ter Employee Relations," Personnel Journal 62 (January 1983): 49-53.

^Since the data gathered for this study were completed by spring,
1986, historical references have been made up to that point in time.

5|J.S., Congress, House, Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974, Pub. L. 93-406, 93rd Cong., 1974.

6|J.S., Congress, House, Tax Reform Act of 1976, Pub. L. 94-455,
94th Cong., 1976, Section 1506.

^U.S., Congress, House, Tax Treatment Extension Act of 1978,
Pub. L. 95-615, 95th Cong., 1978, Section 5.

8|J.S., Congress, House, Revenue Act of 1978, Pub. L. 95-600,
95th Cong., 1978, Section 134(a).

9u.S., Congress, House, Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1980,
Pub. L. 96-605, 96th Cong., 1980, Section 226(a).

lOSome firms were using either a "flexible spending" or a "zero
balance reimbursement" (ZEBRA) account. Under the "flexible spending"
approach, employees would determine, in advance, the sum of their pretax
wages that would be set aside in an account for authorized expenses. As
charges were incurred, the employer would issue a reimbursement check to
the employee. At year-end, any remaining cash would be issued to the em¬
ployee and included in taxable wages. The IRS viewed the refund feature
as unlawful in the sense that an employee was assured of receiving
amounts available for expense reimbursement without regard to whether the
employee actually incurred the contracted expenses. The IRS regarded
this arrangement as a method of obtaining deferred compensation. Con¬
gress had explicitly denied the use of most deferred compensation ar¬
rangements in cafeteria plans. ZEBRA accounts were similarly adminis¬
tered except that the benefit amount was not predetermined.

Hu.S., Congress, House, Tax Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. 98-369,
98th Cong., 1984.

12S ince the data gathered for this study were completed by spring,
1986, the tax law cited reflects the law that was in effect when the
study was undertaken.

^Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (Q-A 3).

^Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (Q-A 4).

^Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (Q-A 5).
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16The insurance protection in excess of $50,000 would be taxable
under Code Section 79 but its presence would not disqualify the plan.

l^The term "key employee" is defined under Code Section 416(i)(1)
as an employee who, during the current plan year, or any of the four
preceding plan years, is (1) an officer of the employer with an annual
compensation in excess of $45,000, (2) one of ten employees with annual
compensation in excess of $30,000 and owning the largest interests in
the employer, (3) a five percent owner of the employer, or (4) a one
percent owner with annual compensation in excess of $150,000.

^Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (0-A 11).

^Proposed Regulation Section 1.125-1 (Q-A 27 and 28).



CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter primarily discusses the research design used to

investigate Research Questions One, Two, and Three. Before information

on the specific research questions is addressed, the research question¬

naire which is common to all research questions is discussed.

The Questionnaire

An eleven-page questionnaire was to be administered to groups of

participants in the study. (See Appendix A, SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE.)

Based on a pilot test of administering the questionnaire, each group

session was to last no more than fifty minutes with at least fifteen

minutes spent in discussing the purpose of the questionnaire and instruc¬

ting the participants in completing the instrument. In all cases, parti¬

cipants were to be guaranteed anonymity.1
The design of the questionnaire was based upon the principles of

the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). This theory is a reflection of how

the human mind works in solving a problem that entails many factors and

involves choosing the best solution from among several viable alterna¬

tives. When a decision maker is faced with a problem involving a multi¬

tude of factors, the theory suggests that the factors be organized into

a hierarchical form having the goal (problem) at the apex and the alter¬

native solutions at the base. All important factors are then organized

into groups with common properties forming a level (s) in the hierarchy

between the goal and the solution. In turn, these groups may give rise

79
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to other sets of properties that will form other levels of factors in the

hierarchy. Levels are placed within the hierarchy reflecting the thought

process of working from the general to the specific.

Figure 1 illustrates the four-level hierarchy for Research Ques¬

tions One and Two which deal with the issues of employee motivation in

choosing fringe benefits and the actual employee fringe benefit priori¬

ties, respectively. Level 1 represents the goal or the problem of the

employee to decide upon a compensation package. Level 2 represents the

economic and noneconomic motivating factors that the employee considers

when making the actual selection of fringe benifits.2 Levels 3 and 4

represent the actual fringe benefits offered in a cafeteria plan but are

stated in a two-level clustered fashion depicting a general type of

benefit in level 3 and a specific benefit in level 4.3

Figure 2 illustrates the two-level hierarchy for Research Ques¬

tion Three which focuses on a company plan for the distribution of fringe

benefits. Level 1 represents the goal or the problem of the employee to

decide upon a fringe benefits plan. Level 2 represents the fringe bene¬

fit plan choices available to the employee. Three of the plans namely,

the mini, the core, and the full choice plan, are cafeteria-type plans

and the fourth choice is the existing company plan.

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a priority theory. It

involves a mathematical method that, starting from a lower level in the

hierarchy, relates the impact of that level with respect to some or all

of the factors (depending upon the design) in the next higher level. The

contribution of each level is stated in terms of priorities. The prior¬

ities, starting with the highest level, are used as weights against the
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priorities of the next lower levels until a grand solution to the problem

is achieved.

The process begins by having a subject make pairwise comparisons

between the factors at one level with respect to some or all of the

factors that are included in the next higher level. The comparison is to

decide on each pair of factors given whether the factors are equally

important, or whether one of the factors is somewhat more important than

the other. A scale of 1 to 5 is used to distinguish between the impor¬

tance of one factor over another.^ (See Appendix A, SAMPLE QUESTION¬

NAIRE, page 3 for a sample question; see Appendix B, AHP RATING SCALE.)

As in figure 1, the subjects will make pairwise comparisons between the

level 2 economic and noneconomic factors with respect to the sole factor

of level ¡--Compensation Package. By taking the factors in pairs, sub¬

jects should be able to demonstrate consistency not only in transitivity

of preferences but also in intensity of preference. The subject's re¬

sponses produce a reciprocal, dominance matrix. Saaty proposes the

eigenvector method of scaling this matrix to extract the principal eigen¬

vector which, when normalized, represents the subject's priority ranking

(priority vector) for the lower-level factors with respect to the higher-

level factors.5

To determine the consistency of each subject's judgment, the

principal eigenvalue, lmax, of each matrix is computed. The closer lmax
is to n, the number of factors in the matrix, the better is the consist¬

ency of judgment. The deviation from consistency, called the "consist¬

ency index" (C.I.), is measured by C.I. = (lmax_n)/(n“^• ^ C.I. which

is less than or equal to 0.10 is considered acceptable. Another measure

of consistency is formulated by comparing the subject's C.I. to a
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randomly generated reciprocal matrix (called the R.I.) of the same size.

The "consistency ratio" (C.R.) is C.R. = C.I./R.I. A C.R. which is less

than or equal to 0.10 is considered acceptable.^
The above procedures and calculations establish the subject's

priorities for one level of factors with respect to a higher level of

factors. With multi-levels in the hierarchy, as in figure 1, the proce¬

dure of pairwise comparisons is repeated at each subsequent level (i.e.,

level 3 with respect to level 2; level 4 with respect to level 3) and

each matrix generated is checked for consistency. The priority vectors

of the lowest level are then pooled into a priority matrix. This latter

matrix is then postmultiplied by the priority vector (or priority matrix

of vectors) of the next higher level. The final result of calculations

yields the grand solution in any decision making problem using the AHP.

Research Question One

The objective of Research Question One is to investigate whether

the variables of COSTS, STATUS, TAX, and FINANCIAL SECURITY are important

in choosing fringe benefits given an employee's JOB CLASS, AGE, and

FAMILY SIZE. All of these variables, except for STATUS, were either

directly or indirectly considered by Congress when the cafeteria laws

were enacted.

One of the basic reasons for not taxing certain fringe benefits

stems from Congress's intent to encourage the private sector to subsidize

goods and services that the government would ultimately have to provide

(e.g., health care, retirement income). And, a basic reason for the caf¬

eteria plan concept adopted in the existing tax law is to provide equal¬

ity in compensation among employees to achieve these social goals. This
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is evidenced by (1) allowing the employee to choose between cash and

other fringe benefits without jeopardizing the exclusion of statutory

nontaxable benefits choices and (2) requiring that the company plan not

discriminate in favor of officers, owners, highly paid employees, and key

employees. A basic underlying assumption is that every employee has

unique preferences as to how he/she would like to spend company funds for

personal benefits. Therefore, the selection of fringe benefits is seen

to be a mental process involving many variables confronting heterogeneous

individuals.

Treatment Variables

Previous research has suggested that there are differences in

benefit choice based on employee classifications (e.g., semi-skilled,

professional).^ The supposition is that job classification has been used

as a surrogate for educational background and income levels. However, as

pointed out by Lawler, fringe benefit packages emphasizing "the differ¬

ences between levels of organization, . . . fail(s) to emphasize signifi¬

cant differences among people at the same organizational level.There¬

fore, subjects were asked to provide their job classification as well as

data with respect to their income level, their total household income

level, and their educational background. (See Appendix A, SAMPLE QUES¬

TIONNAIRE, pages 1 and 2.) These data were collected with possible

subordinate testing in mind.

Extensive evidence points to a multitude of demographic variables

such as age, number of dependents, two-wage-earner-families, etc., that

affect each employee in different ways.9 Considering the above discussion

and the feasibility of the experimental design, the subjects under study
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were stratified as follows:

By job classification of (a) executives, (b) management, (c) pro¬

fessional, (d) skilled, and (e) unskilled.

By age groups of (a) less than age 26, (b) ages 26 - 35, (c) ages

36 - 45, (d) ages 46 - 55, and (e) ages 56 and older.

By family size of (a) single employee, (b) employee with spouse,

(c) employee with child dependent only, and (d) employee with both spouse

and child dependents.

Having the data available according to job classification affords the

possibility of comparison between my results and those of others.

Dependent Variables

It is not clear whether tax incentives play an important part in

structuring a taxpayer-employee's investment and compensation decisions.

Macroeconomic studies of the tax effects on investment decisions (i.e.,

capital gains and tax shelters) indicate that tax legislation does impact

upon the investor, with increasing effects as wealth increases.10 Simi¬

lar studies with regard to compensation arrangements (i.e., cash wages

and fringe benefits) indicate that tax incentives do influence the mix of

total compensation for highly-paid executives, for employees in larger

firms than in smaller ones, and for those employees under a collective

bargaining arrangement.H
Microeconomic studies of the tax effects on investment and re¬

tirement arrangements indicate that, usually, only the very affluent are

influenced by tax legislation.^ of recent importance is the study by

White which indicated that, depending on the specific nontaxable fringe

benefit involved, the choice of fringe benefits may be motivated by tax
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incentives.13 Therefore, a TAX variable is included in the model to

assess whether subjects perceive this to be a viable factor.

Previous research has suggested that many variables have a direct

bearing on the choice of a fringe benefit package.14 A search of the

literature concerning compensation schemes and feedback from a pilot

study bring to light the four most important variables that enter into a

benefit choice decision. The following four choice variables were in¬

cluded in the study.

1. Cost savings (COSTS). Some benefits may be desirable not

only because they are available, but also, because they can be attained

at a lower cost than the employee could attain on his own regardless of

tax effects.

2. Desire for certain benefits (STATUS). An employee's life¬

style or social status may dictate a choice for certain benefits (i.e.,

cash bonus; profit sharing plan.) Also, other benefits may become at¬

tractive because of availability (e.g., group legal services.)

3. Tax savings (TAX). Given the above discussion, nontaxable

benefits should be preferred by employees over taxable benefits from an

economic cost-saving viewpoint, all things being equal. Deferred bene¬

fits may be preferred to taxable benefits; other variables may interact

to cause this relationship to be true in some cases and not in others.

4. Security (FINANCIAL SECURITY). Some benefits may be desir¬

able because the employee feels secure in knowing that he is covered

regardless of the cost or tax savings.
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Statistical Procedure

Referring to the hierarchy of figure 1, each employee will be

asked to make six pairwise comparisons of the factors in level 2 with

respect to the sole factor of level 1. The scaling process ranges from 1

to 5--with 1 indicating that both factors are equally important; with 5

indicating that factor A is absolutely more important than factor B, and

so forth. This process yields each subject's priority vector, V2:1/1 (a
vector of level 2 compared to level 1 yielding one vector stated in

proportions), for the four dependent variables.

The statistical procedure to test Research Question One is a

MANOVA with four response (dependent) variables (i.e, COSTS, STATUS, TAX,

FINANCIAL SECURITY) and three independent variables (i.e., JOB CLASS,

AGE, and FAMILY SIZE). The independent variables have the following

levels: five levels of the job class factor (JC), five levels of the age

group factor (A), and four levels of the family size factor (FS). The

model to be employed is as follows:

Ycijkm = + JCc1- + Acj + FSC|< + (JCcAc) i j + (JCcFSc)-j|< +

(AcESc)jk + (J C cAc F Sc) i j |< + Eijkm» where c = 1,...,4;
i — 1,... ,5; j = 1,..• ,5; k — 1,...,4; m — l,««.,nijk,

where Ycij|<m is the proportion of priority assigned by the
m-th individual in cell ijk for the c-th response
variable;

are the parameters for the c-th response var¬
iable;

is the effect of the job class factor level for
the c-th response variable;

Acj is the effect of the age group factor level for
the c-th response variable;

FS^ is the effect of the family size factor level for
the c-th response variable;
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(JCcAc)jj is the two way interaction effect between the job
class factor and the age group factor for the
c-th response variable;

(JCj-FS,-)^ is the two way interaction effect between the job
class factor and the family size factor for the
c-th response variable;

(ACFSC)j^ is the two way interaction effect between the age
group factor and the family size factor for the
c-th response variable;

(JCcAcFSc)ij|< is the three way interaction effect between the
job class factor, the age group factor, and the
family size factor for the c-th response var¬
iable;

Ec i j km are the vect°r random variable terms.
Research Question One will be tested for main effects, any two-

way interactions, and any three-way interactions using MANOVA when the

four response (dependent) variables are considered simultaneously. The

test statistic to be employed, in a SPSS computer package, is Wilks'
Lambda Criterion as follows:

Wilks' Lambda = L^ = |Sp|
ISH + SE!

where |S¡:| is the determinant of the SSCP (sums of squares and cross
products) matrix for error;

|S^|| is the determinant of the SSCP matrix for the hypothesized
factor (e.g., JOB CLASS);

and

where

ndn
RA = (1 - Lh1/s / Lh1/s) (1 + ts - 2 / ndH)
t is dp + du - (n +d ^ + 1)

2

s is /(ndu)^ - 4 ; s = 1 if = 5

V "2 + V -5
n is the number of response variates;

d^ are the degrees of freedom for the specified hypothesis;

df are the degrees of freedom for error.
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The appropriate test procedure is to reject the null hypothesis when

Wilks' Lambda Criterion exceeds the designated alpha bounds for testing.

Also, since the AHP method gives the distribution of responses

(by weights) to each dependent variable, it is reasonable to perform a

three-factor ANOVA on each of the four dependent variables.

The model for the three-factor Anova is expressed as

Yijkm = u... + JCi + Aj + FSk + (JC*A)-¡j + (JC*FS)-¡k + (A*FS)jk
+ (JC*A*FS)-jjk + E-jjkin, where i = 1 5; j = 1,...,5;

and

k = 1,... ,4; m = 1,...,n.

Y i jkm

u

JC

is the response by the m-th individual in cell ijk

are parameters for the response variable,

is the effect of the job class factor.

A 9

J is the effect of the age group factor

FSk

(JC*A) -j j

(JC*FS)ik

(A*FSjk

is the effect of the family size factor.

is the two-way interaction effect between the job
class factor and the age group factor.

is the two-way interaction effect between the job
class factor and the family size factor.

is the two-way interaction effect between the age
group factor and the family size factor.

(JC*A*FS)ijk is the three-way interaction effect between the job
class factor, the age group factor, and the family
size factor.

E i jkm are independent, normally distributed error terms

The appropriate test statistic is

F* = The appropriate mean square (e.g., main effect of Factor A)
MSE (mean square error)

and is significant where F* exceeds the appropriate alpha as designated

by the researcher.
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Research Hypothesis

The null hypothesis for Research Question One was stated as

follows:

Hj: There is no difference in the ranking of dependent variables
(i.e., COSTS, STATUS, TAX, FINANCIAL SECURITY) among employees
stratified as to JOB CLASS, AGE, and FAMILY SIZE groups.

With respect to the MANOVA tests, it is expected that significant

main effects would be shown for the JOB CLASS and FAMILY SIZE var¬

iables.^ Main effects for the AGE variable are disputable.^ It seems

very plausible that there be significant interaction effects because the

variables, taken collectively, compliment the total scope of employee

demography, for example, whether or not a benefit was chosen because of

"cost savings" and/or "security."17
With respect to the ANOVA results, the following hypotheses are

made. It is hypothesized that those employees in higher job classifica¬

tions should perceive the TAX variable as most important.18 Low and

middle income employees, especially those with large families, should

perceive the COST variable to be more important than the TAX variable.

Economic theory excludes high income individuals from this consideration

because their disposable income level can take care of any benefit cost.

With respect to STATUS, this variable should be significant only for the

higher paid employees and/or possibly older employees. Low and middle

income employees who are young may have substantial obligations that

would preclude them from considering the STATUS variable to be more im¬

portant than all others in the model. With respect to FINANCIAL SECUR¬

ITY, this variable should rank higher than the TAX and STATUS variables

for all employees except those in higher job classifications. Prior

studies have suggested that only the wealthy perceive the significance of
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tax issues. Also, the FINANCIAL SECURITY variable should be more impor¬

tant to older employees, due to their focus on retirement, and to those

employees with large families.

Research Question Two

The objective of Research Question Two is to investigate whether

there is a difference in the ranking of six fringe benefits (LIFE,

HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and CASH) by employees due to

their JOB CLASS, AGE, and FAMILY SIZE. As previously stated, a basic

underlying assumption is that every individual has unique preferences as

to the choice of fringe benefits. Under a legally formulated cafeteria

plan, an employee can select cash, certain deferred compensation, and

nontaxable benefits. The choice of benefits is dependent upon the demo¬

graphics of the individual.

Treatment Variables

The employees will be stratified according to the same treatment

variables as in Research Question One. That is, the subjects will be

grouped according to five job classifications, five age groups, and four

family size groups.

Dependent Variables

The dependent variables for Research Question Two are the actual

fringe benefit choices made by the employees. From previous discussion,

it is now clear which nontaxable benefits may be considered in cafeteria

plans. For the purpose of this study, the following nontaxable benefits

are included in the analysis. They are (1) group-term life insurance

(Section 79), (2) health insurance (Sections 105(b) and 106), (3) legal



assistance (Section 120), and (4) dependent assistance (Section 129).

The health insurance provisions were considered as one benefit.

The remaining nontaxable Code provisions (i.e., death benefits

(Section 101(b), self-insured medical reimbursement plans (Section

105(h), tax-free meals and lodging (Section 119)) were not considered in

this study because they are either of lesser importance or are nonap-

plicable to most employees as compared to the four basic nontaxable

benefits. Also, van pooling benefits (Section 124) and the miscellaneous

fringe benefits (Section 132) have been statutorily removed from the

cafeteria plan area.

Prior to the 1984 Tax Act, Code Section 125(d)(2) allowed the

benefits of a profit-sharing or stock bonus plan to be included under

cafeteria plans to the extent that the amount was not received in current

cash but paid into a trust. The 1984 Tax Act did not amend this feature.

Therefore, deferred retirement arrangements under Code Section 401(k)(2)

are included in this analysis.

In summary, the following major fringe benefits are included in

this study. They are (1) cash bonuses; (2) group-term life insurance;

(3) health insurance premiums and benefits; (4) qualified group legal

services; (5) dependent care assistance programs; and (6) certain retire¬

ment plans. (See APPENDIX C, CAFETERIA PLAN BENEFITS, for the list of

benefits used in this study.)

Statistical Procedure

Referring to the hierarchy in figure 1, each employee will be

asked to make pairwise comparisons of the level 3 fringe benefits (types)
with respect to each of the level 2 choice variables. Four matrices (one
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for each level 2 choice variable) for each employee will be constructed

and they will yield four priority vectors (V3-2/1> v3:2/2» v3:2/3»

v3:2/4)»
where V3-2/1 = the subject's priority among the four benefit types

with respect to the "tax savings" choice variable;

V3:2/2 = the subject's priority among the four benefit types
with respect to the "cost savings" choice variable;

^3:2/3 = the subject's priority among the four benefit types
with respect to the "status" choice variable.

v3:2/4 = the subject's priority among the four benefit types
with respect to the "security" choice variable.

Also, each subject will be asked to make pairwise comparisons between the

level 4 factors with respect to two of the level 3 factors. The priori¬

ties of this final level will act as weights to adjust the priority vec-

tors (V3;2/i, V3:2/2, V3:2/3» v3:2/4) for the "insurance type" and the
"service type" benefits.

As a final computation to the AHP solution, the adjusted vectors

(v3:2/1» v3:2/2* v3:2/3» v3:2/4) are pooled into a matrix of priority
vectors. This latter matrix is then postmultipiied by the vector of

priority of the next higher level namely, V2:1/1 The result is a solu¬

tion vector (Vs) of the subject's priorities for the fringe benefits
taking into consideration the subject's priorities of choice variables

(i.e, tax savings, cost savings, lifestyle, and security.)

To test Research Question Two, the same basic model is used as in

Research Question One except that the "c" subscript is now replaced by

the "f" subscript, denoting a change in the number and type of response

variables. That is,
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Yf i j km = Uf + JCfi + Afj + FSfk + (JCfAf)-jj + (JCfFSf)^ +

(AfFSf)jk + (JCfA^FSf)jjk + Efijkm» where f = 1 6;
i = j = 1 5; k = m = 1 nijk.

The same test procedures and analysis of results employed in Research

Question One will also apply to Research Question Two.

Research Hypothesis

The null hypothesis was stated as follows:

H¿: There is no difference between the ranking of six fringe benefits
(LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and CASH) among
the employees stratified according to JOB CLASS, AGE, and the
FAMILY SIZE groups.

With respect to the MANOVA tests, it is expected that significant

main effects would be shown for the JOB CLASS and FAMILY SIZE variables

as purported under Research Question One. Main effects for the AGE vari¬

able are disputable as in Research Question One. It seems very plausible
that there be significant interaction effects because the variables,

taken collectively, compliment the total scope of employee demography.19
With respect to the ANOVA results, it is hypothesized that the

lower end of the JOB CLASS (i.e., skilled, unskilled) will choose the

benefits of cash bonus, health insurance, or “service type" benefits

whereas the upper end of the JOB CLASS should prefer life insurance or

retirement benefits.20 Concerning the AGE factor, economic theory and

observation suggests that younger employees would prefer cash, "service

type," and health insurance over life insurance and retirement benefits
which presumably are preferred by the elderly.21

The FAMILY SIZE variable considers the single employee versus the

employee with dependents. Logically, it can be assumed that single em¬

ployees should prefer all other fringe benefits except dependent care.
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Married employees with spouse dependents should also prefer all other

fringe benefits except dependent care. An exception, in this case, would

be where the spouse was employed and already had a fringe benefits pack¬

age that duplicated that of the employee. With respect to the employees

who have dependents, other than working spouses with fringe benefit pack¬

ages, it is hypothesized that they should prefer health insurance and

"service type" benefits over cash bonuses, life insurance, and retirement

pians.22

Research Question Three

The third research question involves the employee's acceptance

of a cafeteria plan. The concept of the cafeteria plan can be discussed,

at least, on two levels. First, the contents of the plan (number of ben¬

efits) can be minimal or can range over many benefits. Second, the plan

configuration can range from a "core" of basic benefits to a completely

unstructured choice of benefits. Consideration will be given only to the

second concept as the number of benefits can always be adjusted and are

usually firm-specific.

Since most of the disadvantages of cafeteria plans stem from

either complexity of choice or communication with the employee, it is

worthwhile to investigate employee preference for plan configuration. No

such research has been conducted to date.

This research question focuses on whether the employees would

choose to stay with the status quo (existing company plan) or change

their compensation structure. And, if they chose to change, how much

security (or employer responsibility) would they trade for flexibility of

choice. Each employee will be asked to complete page 11 of the
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questionnaire relating to their willingness to change from the status quo

to either of the three cafeteria-type plans. The questionnaire was

designed along the basis of the AHP theory as represented in figure 2.

Treatment Variables

Subject preference to plan configurations is based on employee

demographics. It has been suggested that firm bias may influence em¬

ployee benefit package choice because of the familiarity with the status

quo.23 in pilot testing, it was casually found that employees having a

substantial length of service with the firm would be reluctant to change

to a cafeteria plan. On the other hand, employees with greater seniority

have experienced the firm's current program for a longer period of time

and they might believe that a cafeteria plan would better serve their

needs.24 Therefore, to explore these differing viewpoints, the employees

will be classified by six groups according to "years of service" as

follows: (a) less than 1 year, (b) 1-4 years, (c) 5-9 years, (d) 10-14

years, (e) 15-24 years, (f) 25 years or more.

Recognizing that employees vary according to income and educa¬

tional levels regardless of seniority, and that this feature would

possibly influence their perception of the cafeteria plan, the subjects

will be stratified according to the five job classifications as in Re¬

search Questions One and Two.

It has been suggested that employees should be educated about

their benefit package.25 if communication is complicated, employees may

be reluctant to go along with a new plan because perhaps the plan is per¬

ceived to be more in the interest of management.26 The tax law specifi¬

cally prohibits a plan from discriminating in favor of officers,
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shareholders, highly paid, and key employees. Therefore, it was con¬

sidered to be important to test whether there is any difference between

plan choice made by the executives and management and that by all other

employees.

An increasingly important variable on the work scene is the

presence of two-wage-earner families. Many current proponents of the

cafeteria plan concept expound on its virtue in eliminating the overlap

of benefits when both husband and wife are working and receiving fringe

benefits.^ Therefore, the subjects will be stratified along the four

levels of "family size" as in Research Questions One and Two.

Dependent Variables

The employees' acceptance/nonacceptance of the cafeteria approach

will be analyzed within each firm using three flexible plans versus the

status quo. These three flexible configurations are the "mini-plan,"

the "core" type plan, and the "full choice" type plan. (See Appendix D,

SAMPLE CAFETERIA PLANS, for the description of the three plans used in

this study.) The subjects' responses form a vector of priority between

the four plan options.

Statistical Procedure

Research Question Three involves the dependent variable of plan

choice and one of the independent variables (i.e., years of service, job

class, management versus other employees, and family size.)

The statistical analysis employes the chi-square test as follows

r c

T = (0-• - E-•)
i=1 j=l ^

2

1J

where r = row categories of the first criterion;



c = column categories of the second criterion;

Oij = the observed frequencies in cell ij; and

E-jj = the expected frequencies in cell ij.

Research Hypothesis

The null hypothesis is stated as

H3: There is no significant difference in the choice of compensation
plans of the employees when grouped by YEARS OF SERVICE, JOB
CLASS, MANAGEMENT, and FAMILY SIZE.

As stated above, employees with longer years of service records

will tend to stay with the status quo. Therefore, a significant statis¬

tical result is expected for YEARS OF SERVICE. If JOB CLASS is a sur¬

rogate for income, then prior macro- and microeconomic studies predict

that there will be a difference attributable to either the income or

educational level of the employee. That is, employees in higher job

classes (e.g., executives) should prefer cafeteria-type plans to the

status quo. There should be a highly significant difference in plan
choice between family units. Since 1974, Congress has addressed the

issue of two-earner-families by providing Code Section 125, cafeteria

plans, to encourage a coordination of benefits between spouses.

Past studies have shown that labor is quite skeptical of what

management would prefer versus what employees would prefer. However,

it is also suggested that an agent of the employee should get more

accurate responses of employee needs than the employer would upon sur¬

vey. 23 However, with the tax law showing advantages of the cafeteria

plan to employers, it is hypothesized that there would be no difference
between management and employee acceptance of a cafeteria plan. Both

parties should be acting in their self-interest as an employee.
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Notes

^See R.B. Freeman, "The Effect of Unionism on Fringe Benefits,"
Industrial and Labor Relations Review 34 (July 1981): 489-509. Freeman
suggests that a questionnaire, presented by an agent of the employee, is
more preferable to a questionnaire or exit interview by the employer or
his agent, in determining the revealed preferences of the employees.

^The selection of these motivating variables was based upon a
literature review, comments from two pilot studies, and in discussion
with proposal committee members.

^See T.L. Saaty, The Analytical Hierarchy Process (New York:
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1980), p. 78. Saaty suggests clustering common type
elements and forming a sub-level for the hierarchy, thereby reducing the
number of pairwise comparisons. In this study, the comparisons needed
were reduced from fifteen to eight. In level 3 of figure 1, the two
insurance benefits are clustered as "insurance type"; the legal and the
dependent assistance plans are clustered as "service type." Level 4 then
contains the actual insurance and service benefits.

4Ibid., pp. 57-59. In all of Saaty's work, he uses a nine-point
scale. However, he suggests that no more than seven scale points are
needed to distinguish between the elements. Since the psychological
limit of pairwise comparisons should range from five to nine elements at
any one time, all that is needed is enough scale points to distinguish
each element. This study uses a maximum of four elements per question.
Also, Saaty compares twenty-seven different scales. The one-to-five-
point scale does as well as the one-to-nine-point scale. In two pilot
studies, the subjects overwhelmingly indicated that the five-point scale
was easier to apply than the nine-point scale. Saaty gives random consist¬
ency indices (R.I.'s) for a five-point scale.

51 bid.

6r.E. Jensen, "A Dynamic Analytical Hierarchy Process Analysis
of Capital Budgeting Under Stochastic Inflation Rates, Risk Premiums,
and Liquidity Preferences: Theory" (Working Paper 115, Trinity Univer¬
sity, San Antonio, Texas, 1984(a)), pp. 8-10. When consistency cannot
be achieved, Jensen advocates an "elicitation m" approach whereby "care¬
ful" judgments are elicited for one row or column of the matrix and the
balance of the matrix is then mathematically presumed. Jensen also
notes that there is controversy over whether the researcher should, in
fact, "force" consistency with mathematical manipulations.

?See R.V. Goode, "Complications at the Cafeteria Checkout Line,"
Personnel 51 (November-December 1974): 45-49; "A Benefits Shopping
Spree," Computer Decisions, March 1983, pp. 27-28; R.A. White, "Em¬
ployee Preferences for Nontaxable Compensation Offered in a Cafeteria
Compensation Plan: An Empirical Study," The Accounting Review 58 (July
1983): 539-561.
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^E.E. Lawler, “New Approaches to Pay: Innovations That Work,"
Personnel 53 (September-October 1976): 12.

^See G.W. Hettenhouse, "Compensation Cafeteria for Top Execu¬
tives," H^ryardBusjjiess^eview 49 (September-October 1971): 113-119;
P.W. Mullen, "A New Approach to Executive Fringe Benefit Planning,"
Trusts and Estates 111 (November 1972): 862-864; Goode, pp. 11-23.

l^See J.E. Fredland, J.A. Gray, and E.M. Sunley, Jr., "The Six
Month Holding Period for Capital Gains: An Empirical Analysis of Its
Effect on the Timing of Gains," National Tax Journal 21 (December 1968):
467-478; M. Feldstein, "Personal Taxation and Portfolio Composition:
An Econometric Analysis," Econometrica 44 (July 1976): 631-649; H. Gal -
per and D. Zimmerman, "Preferential Taxation and Portfolio Choice: Some
Empirical Evidence," National Tax Journal 30 (December 1977): 387-397.

USee W.G.Lewellen, "Recent Evidence on Senior Executive Pay,"
National Tax Journal 28 (June 1975): 159-172; S.A. Woodbury, "Substi¬
tution Between Wage and Nonwage Benefits," The American Economic Review
73 (March 1983): 166-182.

l^See K.J. Butters, L.E. Thompson, and L.L. Bollinger, Effects
of Taxation: Investments by Individuals (Boston: Harvard University
Press, 1953); R. Barlow, H.E. Brazer, and J.N. Morgan, Economic Behavior
of the Affluent (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institute, 1966).

l^white, p. 561.

l4Mul1 in, p. 862.

l^See Feldstein, pp. 631-649; Gal per and Zimmerman, pp. 387-397.

lfiSee White, pp. 539-561.

!?C. Chatfield and A.J. Collins, Introduction to Multivariate
Analysis (New York: Chapman and Ha'll, 1983), p. 140. As to MANOVA inter-
actions, the findings become increasingly difficult as opposed to main
effects interpretation.

l^See Galper and Zimmerman, pp. 387-397; Woodbury, pp. 166-182;
White, pp. 539-561. White does not share the same view as the others.

l^chatfield and Collins, p. 140.

20see Galper and Zimmerman, pp. 387-397; White, pp. 539-561.

21See C.E. Beadle, "Lower Health Care Costs Through "Flexible"
Benefits," Financial Executive 51 (March 1983): 12-15.

22¡bid.

23see White, pp. 539-561.
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24see E. Wojahn, "Beyond the Fringes," Inc., March 1984, p. 66.

25Ibid.

26 ibid.

2^See "A Benefits Shopping Spree," Computer Decisions, pp. 27-28;
"Flexible Compensation Cuts Costs and Meets Employee Needs," Personnel 60
(March-April 1983): 47-49.

28see Freeman, pp. 489-509.



CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This chapter provides the test results of the data collected with

respect to the study. A discussion of the research sample, the test re¬

sults for each of the three research questions, and the analysis of each

of the research questions are presented.

The Research Sample

The research questionnaire was administered to 496 employees from

seven firms within the state of Florida. Two firms were governmental

agencies; one in the service industry and the other in the construction

industry. The other five firms were privately owned; four in the con¬

struction industry and one in the service industry. (See Appendix E,

EMPLOYEE PROFILES, for the categorization of employees by firm, job

class, family size, years of service, and age.)

Each of the firms were nonunion and had no cafeteria plan in

existence. Each firm offered some form of basic life insurance, health

insurance, and a retirement plan (either pension or profit-sharing). In

addition to the above benefits, one firm provided disability benefits to

management only while one other firm provided disability benefits to all

employees after ninety days of service. A third firm provided the basic

life, health, and retirement benefits in addition to child care and

tuition reimbursements. Three of the seven firms also provided for

yearly cash bonuses.

103
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Of the 496 questionnaires gathered, 464 questionnaires (93.5%)

were usable for Research Question Three. For Research Questions One and

Two, 419 questionnaires (84.4%) were uasble.

Research Question One

The objective of Research Question One was to detect whether

there were differences between the dependent variables of COSTS, STATUS,

TAX, and FINANCIAL SECURITY due to the factors of employee JOB CLASS,

AGE, and FAMILY SIZE in employees' choosing fringe benefits. MANOVA and

ANOVA tests were employed.

The results of the MANOVA test are exhibited in table 1. Only

the AGE factor was significant (F* = 1.82, p(.0408)). The JOB CLASS

factor was marginally significant (F* = 1.49, p(.1201)). To further

investigate the impact of these factors, ANOVA tests were employed.

The ANOVA tests for the COSTS and STATUS variables are exhibited

in table 2. The overall model for the COSTS variable was not significant

(F* = 1.01, p(.4628)) and the JOB CLASS factor was again marginally

TABLE 1
MANOVA TABLE FOR TREATMENT VARIABLES

Independent Error Approximate F* based Results
Variable Matrix on Wilks' Criterion Significant

F*df p

JC SSCP 1.49 (12, 913) (.1201) X
A SSCP 1.82 (12, 913) (.0408) X
FS SSCP 1.42 ( 9, 840) (.1760)
JC*A SSCP 1.04 (45, 1026) (.4027)
JC*FS SSCP .94 (33, 1017) (.5687)
A*FS SSCP 1.13 (36, 1020) (.2809)
JC*A*FS SSCP .96 (66, 1031) (.5748)
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TABLE 2
ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE CELL MEANS OF COSTS AND STATUS

COSTS

SUM OF MEAN RESULTS
TREATMENT SQUARES df SQUARE F* P SIGNIFICANT

JC .0763 4 .0191 1.88 .1138 X

A .0653 .0163 1.61 .1718
FS .0147 3 .0049 .48 .6947
JC*A .1404 15 .0094 .92 .5398
JC*FS .0464 11 .0042 .42 .9488
A*FS .1685 12 .0140 1.38 .1716
JC*A*FS .2162 22 .0098 .97 .5046

Overall F* = 1.01 P>F (.4628) MSE = .0102 R2 = .17

STATUS

TREATMENT
SUM OF
SQUARES df

MEAN
SQUARE F* P

RESULTS
SIGNIFICANT

JC .0994 4 .0249 5.33 .0004 X

A .0261 4 .0065 1.40 .2337
FS .0461 3 .0154 3.30 .0206 X

JC*A .0883 15 .0059 1.26 .2235
JC*FS .0439 11 .0040 .86 .5844
A*FS .0503 12 .0042 .90 .5483
JC*A*FS .0832 22 .0038 .81 .7119

Overal1 F* = 1.32 P>F (.0552) MSE = .0047 R2 = .21
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significant (F* = 1.88, p(.1138)). The overall model for the STATUS

variable was significant (F* = 1.32, p(.0552). Also, the JOB CLASS

factor (F* = 5.33, p(.0004)) and the FAMILY SIZE factor (F* = 3.30,

p(.0206)) were both significant.

The ANOVA tests for the TAX and FINANCIAL SECURITY variables are

exhibited in table 3. The overall model for the TAX variable was

significant (F* = 1.26, p(.0947)). Both the JOB CLASS and AGE factors

were significant with F* = 2.95, p(.0203) and F* = 1.98, p(.0967), re¬

spectively. The overall model for the FINANCIAL SECURITY variable was

not significant (F* = 1.20, p(. 1518)). However, the AGE factor was

significant (F* = 4.07, p(.0031)). So, with three out of four variables,

the JOB CLASS factor was important and the AGE factor played an important

role for two of the variables.

Table 4 exhibits the mean values that all subjects assigned to the

four dependent variables of COSTS, STATUS, TAX, and FINANCIAL SECURITY.

Overall, FINANCIAL SECURITY was ranked as the most important variable

with COSTS, TAX, and STATUS following in descending order of importance.

Figure 3 is the breakdown of the means by AGE for the TAX and FINANCIAL

SECURITY variables where AGE was a significant factor. In both cases,

the oldest age group, over age 55, assigned the highest weights to both

TAX and FINANCIAL SECURITY.

Figure 4 is the breakdown of the means by JOB CLASS for the four

dependent variables. In comparing the four sub-tables of figure 4, it is

noted that the Executive group is the only group that does not rank the

variables in the same manner as indicated by table 4. Rather, the Execu¬

tives rank the TAX variable ahead of the COSTS variable.
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TABLE 3
ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE CELL MEANS OF TAX AND FINANCIAL SECURITY

SUM OF MEAN RESULTS
TREATMENT SQUARES df SQUARE F* P SIGNIFICANT

JC .1332 4 .0333 2.95 .0203 X
A .0896 4 .0224 1.98 .0967 X

FS .0315 3 .0105 .93 .4258
JC*A .1821 15 .0121 1.07 .3785
JC*FS .1403 11 .0128 1.13 .3367
A*FS .1693 12 .0141 1.25 .2479
JC*A*FS .2622 22 .0119 1.06 .3956

Overall F* = 1.26 P>F (.0947) MSE = .0113 R2 = .20

FINANCIAL SECURITY

SUM OF MEAN RESULTS
TREATMENT SQUARES df SQUARE F* P SIGNIFICANT

JC .0672 4 .0168 1.02 .3978
A .2689 4 .0672 4.07 .0031
FS .0505 3 .0168 1.02 .3841
JC*A .2767 15 .0184 1.12 .3387
JC*FS .1619 11 .0147 .89 .5490
A*FS .1487 12 .0124 .75 .7011
JC*A*FS .4277 22 .0194 1.18 .2650

Overall F* = 1.20 P>F (.1518) MSE = .0165 R2 = .20
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TABLE 4
ANOVA SUMMARY OF MEANS FOR COSTS, STATUS, TAX, AND FINANCIAL SECURITY

DEPENDENT VARIABLES MEANS

FINANCIAL SECURITY .41
COSTS .26
TAX .22
STATUS .11
TOTALS 1.00
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In summary, for Research Question One, it was found that both the

AGE factor and the JOB CLASS factor were important treatments on the

ranking of COSTS, STATUS, TAX, and FINANCIAL SECURITY with FINANCIAL SE¬

CURITY being the most important dependent variable. The subjects as¬

signed 41% of the response weight to FINANCIAL SECURITY allocating 59%

to the remaining three dependent variables. None of the models exhibited

any significant interactions.

Research Question Two

The objective of Research Question Two was to detect whether

there were differences between the choice of the fringe benefits consist¬

ing of LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and CASH due to

the independent variables of JOB CLASS, AGE, and FAMILY SIZE. MANOVA and

ANOVA tests were employed.

The results of the MANOVA test are exhibited in table 5. The AGE

factor and the AGE by FAMILY SIZE factor were both significant with

F* = 1.87, p(.0116) and F* = 1.36, p(.0383), respectively. To further

investigate the impact of these factors, ANOVA tests were employed.

The ANOVA tests for the LIFE and HEALTH variables are exhibited

in table 6. The overall model for the LIFE variable (F* = 1.11, p(.2681))

was not significant. However, the AGE factor was significant (F* = 2.73,

p(.0293)). The overall model for the HEALTH variable was significant

(F* = 1.57, p(.0085)) and all three main effects of JOB CLASS (F* = 2.14,

p(.0755)), AGE (F* = 5.15, p(.0005)), and FAMILY SIZE (F* = 2.03,

p(.1094)) were significant.

The ANOVA tests for the LEGAL and DEPENDENT CARE variables are

exhibited in table 7. The overall model for the LEGAL variable was
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TABLE 5
MANOVA TABLE FOR TREATMENT VARIABLES

Independent Error Approximate F* based Results
Variable Matrix on Wilks' Criterion Significant

F* df P

JC SSCP .50 ( 20. 1139) (.9692)
A SSCP 1.87 ( 20, 1139) (.0116) X
FS SSCP .84 ( 15, 947) (.6349)
JC*A SSCP .98 ( 75, 1647) (.5255)
JC*FS SSCP 1.22 ( 55, 1591) (.1343)
A*FS SSCP 1.36 ( 60, 1610) (.0383) X
JC*A*FS SSCP 1.13 (110, 1685) (.1671)
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TABLE 6
ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE CELL MEANS OF LIFE AND HEALTH

LIFE

SUM OF MEAN RESULTS
TREATMENT SQUARES df SQUARE F* P SIGNIFICANT

JC .0250 4 .0063 1.61 .1710
A .0424 4 .0106 2.73 .0293 X
FS .0006 3 .0002 .05 .9851
JC*A .0842 15 .0056 1.45 .1238
JC*FS .0507 11 .0046 1.19 .2943
A*FS .0356 12 .0030 .76 .6880
JC*A*FS .0680 22 .0031 .79 .7325

Overal1 F* = 1.11 P>F (.2681) MSE = .0039 R2 = .19

HEALTH

TREATMENT
SUM OF
SQUARES df

MEAN
SQUARE F* P

RESULTS
SIGNIFICANT

JC .0731 4 .0183 2.14 .0755 X
A .1761 4 .0440 5.15 .0005 X
FS .0521 3 .0174 2.03 .1094 X
JC*A .1565 15 .0104 1.22 .2537
JC*FS .0912 11 .0083 .97 .4734
A*FS .1440 12 .0120 1.40 .1617
JC*A*FS .2584 22 .0117 1.37 .1231

Overal1 F* = 1.57 P>F (.0047) MSE = .0085 R2 = .24
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TABLE 7
ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE CELL MEANS OF LEGAL AND DEPENDENT

LEGAL

SUM OF MEAN RESULTS
TREATMENT SQUARES df SQUARE F* P SIGNIFICANT

JC .0062 4 .0016 .72 .5780
A .0206 4 .0052 2.38 .0516 X
FS .0170 3 .0057 2.61 .0513 X
JC*A .0305 15 .0020 .94 .5207
JC*FS .0220 11 .0020 .93 .5152
A*FS .0406 12 .0034 1.56 .1007 X
JC*A*FS .0594 22 .0027 1.25 .2044

Overall F* = 1.28 P>F (.0801) MSE = .0022 R2 = .21

DEPENDENT

SUM OF MEAN RESULTS
TREATMENT SQUARES df SQUARE F* P SIGNIFICANT

JC .0556 4 .0139 3.69 .0059 X
A .0708 4 .0177 4.70 .0011 X
FS .0384 3 .0128 3.39 .0182 X
JC*A .0521 15 .0035 .92 .5399
JC*FS .0418 11 .0038 1.01 .4382
A*FS .0470 12 .0039 1.04 .4128
JC*A*FS .0787 22 .0036 .95 .5306

Overall F* = 1.44 P>F (.0188) MSE = .0038 R2 = .23
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significant (F* = 1.28, p(.0801)). The main effects of AGE and FAMILY

SIZE were significant with F* = 2.38, p(.0516) and F* = 2.61, p(.0513),

respectively. Also, the interaction of AGE and FAMILY SIZE was signifi¬
cant (F* = 1.56, p(.1007)). The overall model for the DEPENDENT CARE

variable was significant with F* = 1.44, p(.0188) and all three main

effects of JOB CLASS (F* = 3.69, p(.0059)), AGE (F* = 4.70, p(.OOll)),
and FAMILY SIZE (F* = 3.39, p(.0182)) were significant.

The ANOVA tests for the RETIREMENT and CASH variables are ex¬

hibited in table 8. The overall model for the RETIREMENT variable is

significant (F* = 1.91, p(.OOOl)). The main effects of JOB CLASS and AGE

were significant with F* = 2.41, p(.0493) and F* = 11.02, p(.OOOl), re¬

spectively. Also, the interaction of AGE and FAMILY SIZE was significant

(F* = 1.63, p(.0820)). The overall model for the CASH variable was sig¬

nificant (F* = 1.56, p(.0053)). Of all of the treatments, only two of

the interactions were significant, namely, JOB CLASS and FAMILY SIZE

(F* = 3.37, p(.0002)) and AGE and FAMILY SIZE (F* = 1.82, p(.0435)).

Table 9 exhibits the mean values that all subjects assigned to

the six dependent variables of LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RE¬

TIREMENT, and CASH. Overall, RETIREMENT was ranked as the most important

variable with HEALTH, CASH, LIFE, LEGAL, and DEPENDENT CARE following in

descending order of importance.

Figure 5 is the breakdown of the means by JOB CLASS for all six

dependent variables even though JOB CLASS main effects were significant

only for the HEALTH, DEPENDENT CARE, and RETIREMENT factors. By compar¬

ison, the aforementioned factors were the only ones that exhibited vari¬

ability in the distribution of the means. Also, the ranking of the

dependent variables (LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and
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TABLE 8
ANOVA RESULTS FOR THE CELL MEANS OF RETIREMENT AND CASH

RETIREMENT

TREATMENT
SUM OF
SQUARES df

MEAN
SQUARE F* P

RESULTS
SIGNIFICANT

JC .1279 4 .0320 2.41 .0493 X
A .5857 .1464 11.02 .0001 X
FS .0216 3 .0072 .54 .6537
JC*A .2103 15 .0140 1.05 .3983
JC*FS .2096 11 .0191 1.43 .1559
A*FS .2597 12 .0216 1.63 .0820 X
JC*A*FS .3917 22 .0178 1.34 .1422

Overall F* = 1.91 P>F (.0001) MSE = .0133 R2 = .28

CASH

SUM OF MEAN RESULTS
TREATMENT SQUARES df SQUARE F* P SIGNIFICANT

JC .0259 4 .0065 .81 .5164
A .0143 4 .0036 .45 .7717
FS .0140 3 .0047 .59 .6234
JC*A .1202 15 .0080 1.01 .4450
JC*FS .2948 11 .0268 3.37 .0002 X
A*FS .1736 12 .0145 1.82 .0435 X
JC*A*FS .2347 22 .0107 1.34 .1403

Overall F* = 1.56 P>F (.0053) MSE = .0079 R2 = .24
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TABLE 9
ANOVA SUMMARY OF MEANS FOR LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT,

RETIREMENT, AND CASH

DEPENDENT VARIABLES MEANS

RETIREMENT .35
HEALTH .22
CASH .14
LIFE .13
LEGAL .08
DEPENDENT .08
TOTALS 1.00
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CASH) by the various JOB CLASSES reflected the overall rankings as shown

in table 9.

Figure 6 is the breakdown of the means by AGE for all six depen¬

dent variables even though all but the CASH factor exhibited significant

main effects for AGE. By comparison, all but the CASH factor exhibited

variability in the distribution of the means. Also, the ranking of the

dependent variables (LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and

CASH) by the various AGE groups reflected the overall rankings as shown

in table 9.

Figure 7 is the breakdown of the means by FAMILY SIZE for all six

dependent variables even though only the HEALTH, LIFE, and DEPENDENT CARE

factors exhibited significant main effects for FAMILY SIZE. By compari¬

son, these aforementioned factors exhibited variability in the distribu¬

tion of the means. The RETIREMENT factor also indicated variability in

the means perhaps because of the significant interaction of AGE and

FAMILY SIZE. Also, the ranking of the dependent variables (LIFE, HEALTH,

LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and CASH) by the various FAMILY SIZE

groups reflected the overall rankings as shown in table 9.

In summary, for Research Question Two, it was found that of the

six fringe benefits, namely, LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIRE¬

MENT, and CASH, that could be chosen by employees in a cafeteria plan,

the employees assigned 35% of the weighting to RETIREMENT, distributing

the 65% balance of weights to the five remaining fringe benefits. In

doing so, the important factors contributing to this allocation were JOB

CLASS, AGE, and FAMILY SIZE. The interaction of AGE and FAMILY SIZE were

also important factors in the allocation of weights to the LEGAL, RETIRE¬

MENT, and CASH fringe benefits.
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Research Question Three

The objective of Research Question Three was to detect whether

there were differences between employees' choice of four cafeteria plans

as affected by the employee's YEARS OF SERVICE, JOB CLASS, and FAMILY

STATUS. The four plan choices were the existing company plan (0), a

mini-plan (M), a core plan (C), and a full choice plan (F). Also, Re¬

search Question Three involved detecting whether the choice of plan

differed between MANAGEMENT and all other employees. A chi-square test

for independence was used on each of the four factors.

Years of Service Factor

To determine whether the years of service factor had any effect

on the choice of cafeteria plan by the employee, a chi-square test for

independence was used on the data for each firm. The years of service

factor had the following six levels: (1) less than one year; (2) one to

four years; (3) five to nine years; (4) ten to fourteen years; (5) fif¬

teen to twenty-four years; (6) twenty-five or more years. The results of

the test are exhibited in table 10.

As shown in part A of table 10, there were no significant results

for any firm taking into account the reporting levels of each firm (i.e.,

firm HLC did not have any employee with twenty-five or more years of

service). The amount of time that the employee was with the firm did not

have any relationship to the selection of a particular cafeteria plan.

As an additional test, the six levels of service were consoli¬

dated into two levels, nine years or less and ten years or more. The

results, shown in part B of table 10, again indicate no significant

relationship of years of service to plan choice in any of the firms.
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TABLE 10
CHI-SQUARE TEST FOR INDEPENDENCE OF PLAN CHOICE BY YEARS OF SERVICE

A. All Reporting Levels

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

HLC 12.56 12 > 18.55
HT 13.17 9 > 14.68
WK 19.63 15 > 22.31
LH 15.71 15 > 22.31
CCC 4.62 9 > 14.68
TGH 9.58 12 > 18.55
RP 9.18 8 > 13.36

B. Levels: 0 - 9 years and 10 years or more

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

HLC 2.32 3 > 6.25
HT 4.51 3 > 6.25
WK 5.12 3 > 6.25
LH 2.59 3 > 6.25
CCC 3.25 3 > 6.25
TGH 3.30 3 > 6.25
RP 2.86 3 > 6.25

C. Levels: 0 - 4 years and 5 years or more

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

HLC 3.45 3 > 6.25
HT 1.57 3 > 6.25
WK 3.99 3 > 6.25
LH .76 3 > 6.25
CCC 3.03 3 > 6.25
TGH 2.04 3 > 6.25
RP 4.93 3 > 6.25

D. All Test Levels

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

All 14.05 12 > 18.55
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Even when the six levels of service were yet consolidated into

two levels, four years or less and five years or more, the results, in

part C of table 10, show no change in results as compared to the above

testing procedures. Finally, when all employees across all firms were

combined, part D of table 10 shows no change in conclusions.

Job Class Factor

To determine whether the job class factor had any effect on the

choice of cafeteria plan by the employee, a chi-square test for indepen¬

dence was used on the data for each firm. The job class factor had the

following five levels: (1) executives; (2) management; (3) professional;

(4) skilled; (5) unskilled. The results of the test are exhibited in

table 11.

As shown in part A of table 11, there were no significant results

for any firm taking into account the reporting levels of each firm (i.e.,

firm HLC did not have any executives that submitted a questionnaire).

The employee job class which was a surrogate for income level did not

have any relationship to the selection of a particular cafeteria plan.

As an additional test, all employees across all firms were combined. The

results, as shown in part B of table 11, show no change in conclusion

that job class is not a factor in the selection of a cafeteria plan.

Management Factor

To determine whether there was a difference in choice of cafe¬

teria plan by management as compared to all employees within the firm, a

chi-square test was employed. As shown in part C of table 11, there were

no significant results for any of the firms. When all employees across

all firms were combined, the results, as shown in part D of table 11,
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TABLE 11
CHI-SQUARE TEST FOR INDEPENDENCE OF PLAN CHOICE BY JOB CLASS

A. All Reporting Levels

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

HLC 6.96 9 > 14.68
HT 11.22 12 > 18.55
WK 2.43 9 > 14.68
LH 13.27 12 > 18.55
CCC 2.03 9 > 14.68
TGH 10.80 12 > 18.55
RP 7.26 6 > 10.64

B. Al 1 Test Levels

FIRM xz df A1pha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

All 16.39 12 > 18.55

C. MANAGEMENT Versus All Others

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

HLC .76 3 > 6.25
HT 2.84 3 > 6.25
WK 1.24 3 > 6.25
LH 3.33 3 > 6.25
CCC .65 3 > 6.25
TGH 6.21 3 > 6.25
RP 1.72 3 > 6.25

D. MANAGEMENT Versus All Others

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

All 2.41 3 > 6.25 A
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also confirm the conclusion that choice of cafeteria plan is independent

from management status.

Family Size Factor

To determine whether the family size factor had any effect on

the choice of cafeteria plan by the employee, a chi-square test for in¬

dependence was used on the data for each firm. The family size factor

had the following four levels: (1) single employee; (2) employee and

spouse; (3) employee with only child dependents; (4) employee with spouse

and child dependents. The results of the test are exhibited in table 12.

As shown in part A of table 12, the family size factor was only

significant for the WK firm. When all employees across all firms were

combined, the results, as shown in part B of table 12, show that there

is a relationship between family size and cafeteria plan choice.

As an additional test, a chi-square comparison between the single

employee and all other employees was conducted. Part C of table 12 indi¬

cates that in firms LH and CCC there was a significant difference in

choice of cafeteria plans between the single employee and all other

employees. When all employees across all firms were combined, the re¬

sults, as shown in part D of table 12, show that there is a relationship

between single employees choosing a particular cafeteria plan as compared

with the cafeteria plan choice of all other employees.

Analysis of Results

Research Questions One and Two were analyzed using both ANOVA and

MANOVA statistical procedures. Research Question Three was analyzed using

the chi-square statistic. In the discussion that follows, each research
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TABLE 12
CHI-SQUARE TEST FOR INDEPENDENCE OF PLAN CHOICE BY FAMILY SIZE

A. All Reporting Levels

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

HLC 10.91 9 > 14.68
HT 3.57 9 > 14.68
WK 14.99 9 > 14.68 X
LH 11.66 9 > 14.68
CCC 10.12 9 > 14.68
TGH 3.41 9 > 14.68
RP 10.36 6 > 10.64

B. All Test Levels

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

All 26.08 9 > 14.68 X

C. SINGLE Versus All Others

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

HLC 2.80 3 > 6.25
HT .99 3 > 6.25
WK .79 3 > 6.25
LH 7.89 3 > 6.25 X
CCC 7.35 3 > 6.25 X
TGH 2.64 3 > 6.25
RP 4.77 3 > 6.25

D. SINGLE Versus All Others

FIRM X2 df Alpha = .10 SIGNIFICANT

All 7.85 3 > 6.25 X
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question will be analyzed as compared to the hypothesized outcomes which

were presented in Chapter 4.

Research Question One

The objective of Research Question One was to determine whether

there were differences between the dependent variables of COSTS, STATUS,

TAX, and FINANCIAL SECURITY due to the independent variables of JOB

CLASS, AGE, and FAMILY SIZE in employees' choosing fringe benefits.

It was hypothesized that there would be significant main effects

for JOB CLASS and FAMILY SIZE and perhaps some interaction effects using

the MANOVA model. The data in table 1 indicate that only the main

effect of AGE was significant. JOB CLASS is barely significant at the

0.88 confidence level. To detect why this occurred, ANOVA tests were

employed to breakdown the mean responses by individual models of the

dependent variables.

It was hypothesized that the lower- and middle-income employees,

and those with large families, should rank the COSTS variable higher than

the TAX variable. The data in table 2 indicate that the overall model

for COSTS was not significant and that the JOB CLASS factor was margin¬

ally significant (p = .1138). The lower- and middle-income employees did

assign a higher rank to the COSTS variable as opposed to the TAX vari¬

able. And, between job classes, the Executives did assign the lowest

mean value to the COSTS variable.1 Since the FAMILY SIZE factor was not

significant, it is a possibility that married employees whose spouses

worked also had benefits and that fact was considered in their response.

It was hypothesized that higher paid and/or older employees would

assign a higher value to the STATUS variable. The data in table 2
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indicate that the main effects of JOB CLASS and FAMILY SIZE were signif¬

icant. In testing for any correlation between these two independent

variables, the results of the chi-square test (X2 = 25.039, p = .015)

and the Somers' D test (SD = -.069, ASE = .045) were indeterminate.2

Figure 4 indicates that the employees in the lower job classes

rather than the higher job classes gave more weight to the STATUS vari¬

able. Evidently a "bragging" effect may constitute the basis for this

result. Overall, the STATUS variable was the lowest-ranked variable as

compared to TAX, COSTS, and FINANCIAL SECURITY.

With respect to the TAX variable, it was hypothesized that those

employees in higher job classifications should perceive this variable as

most important. According to the data in table 3, the main effects of

JOB CLASS and AGE were significant. In testing for any correlation be¬

tween these two independent variables, the results of the chi-square test

(X2 = 50.671, p = .000) and the Somers' D test (SD = -.222, ASE = .034)

showed them to be highly correlated.^ Also, the AGE and FAMILY SIZE var¬

iables were highly correlated (X2 = 61.48, p = .000 and SO = .107,

ASE = .040). Therefore, no one factor can specifically account for the

variability in the responses.

The results indicated that those employees in the higher job
✓

classes and those employees who were older did not perceive the TAX var¬

iable as most important. Rather, both of these groups gave a higher rank

to the FINANCIAL SECURITY variable. However, within the job classes, the

executives and management did place a higher value on the the TAX vari¬

able moreso than the other job classes. Within the age groups, the older

employees did place a higher value on the TAX variable moreso than the

other age groups.
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It was hypothesized that all but the highly paid employees, older

employees, and employees with large families should assign a higher rank

to the FINANCIAL SECURITY variable than to TAX and STATUS. The data in

table 3 indicate that only the AGE factor was significant. Figure 3

indicates that the oldest employees did assign the highest value to the

FINANCIAL SECURITY variable. And, according to figure 4, all employees,

including the Executives, assigned the highest rank to FINANCIAL SECUR¬

ITY above all other variables.

Research Question Two

The objective of Research Question Two was to detect whether

there were differences between the choice of the fringe benefits consist¬

ing of LIFE, HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and CASH due to

the independent variables of JOB CLASS, AGE, and FAMILY STATUS.

With respect to the MANOVA test, it was hypothesized that signif-
A

icant main effects would be shown for the JOB CLASS and FAMILY SIZE

factors. The data in table 5 indicate that the AGE and the AGE*FAMILY

SIZE factors were significant. To further investigate these effects, the

individual ANOVA models for the dependent variables were considered.

It was hypothesized that the lower end of the JOB CLASS group

would choose the benefits of cash, health insurance or "service type"

benefits whereas the upper end of the JOB CLASS group would prefer life

insurance or retirement benefits. According to the data in table 9 and

in figure 5, there was no difference in the ranking of the fringe bene¬

fits by any of the job classes. The employees in the upper end of the

job class did prefer retirement benefits and insurance to "service type"

benefits. However, the employees in the lower end of the job class group
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preferred retirement benefits over all others and preferred life insur¬

ance to the "service type" benefits. One possible explanation for this

outcome could stem from the fact that most of these employees were not

exposed to "service type" benefits in their firm and were therefore

unfamiliar with any ramifications. From prior literature, it has been

found that firms who have been successful in offering a wide variety of

fringe benefits have spent a great deal of time in educating the em¬

ployees as to benefits selection.

It was hypothesized that younger employees would prefer cash,

"service type," and health insurance over life and retirement benefits

while older employees would prefer life insurance and retirement bene¬

fits. The older employees did prefer retirement benefits over all

others but preferred health insurance over life insurance and both of

these benefits over the "service type" benefits. The younger employees

preferred retirement benefits over all others and assigned the lowest

rank to the "service benefits." Again, this result could have come

from the issue of unfamiliarity with "service type" benefits overall.

It was hypothesized that single employees and married employees

with only spouse dependents would prefer all other fringe benefits ex¬

cept dependent care. The data in table 7 do indicate that this was

the result. With respect to employees with dependent children, it was

hypothesized that they should prefer health insurance and "service

type" benefits over cash, life insurance, and retirement plans. The

data in table 7 indicate that this was not the case. These employees

preferred retirement benefits over all others and assigned the lowest

rank to the "service type" benefits. Again, this result could have

come from the unfamiliarity of the employees with respect to legal



services and dependent care. However, these employees did assign a

higher rank to the dependent care benefit over the legal services

benefit.

Research Question Three

The objective of Research Question Three was to detect whether

there were differences between employees' choice of four cafeteria plans

as affected by the employee's YEARS OF SERVICE, JOB CLASS, and FAMILY

SIZE. Each of these three factors was hypothesized as being significant.

The data in tables 10 and 11 indicate that neither the YEARS OF

SERVICE variable nor the JOB CLASS variable were significant for any

firm. The FAMILY SIZE variable was significant for the WK firm and for

all firms when pooled together according to the data in table 12. Also,

with respect to the data in table 12, when the FAMILY SIZE variable is

partitioned into "single employee" versus all other employees, the FAMILY

SIZE variable is significant for the LH and CCC firms and for all firms

when the data is pooled.

In testing whether there was a difference between plan choice of

management as compared to all other employees, it was hypothesized that

there would be no difference between the groups. The data in table 11

indicate that there was no significant difference between the two groups

which implies that management was responding in their role as employee.

In choosing a particular cafeteria plan, it appeared that only

FAMILY SIZE influenced the plan selection to some degree in two of the

firms. The actual plan selections made by employees with respect to

YEARS OF SERVICE, JOB CLASS, MANAGEMENT, and FAMILY SIZE is exhibited

in table 13 and is based on the simple majority of responses in each



TABLE13
PLANCHOICEBYFIRM

YEARSOFSERVICE—JOBCLASS--MANAGEMENT--FAMILYSIZE
Years/Service
HLC

HT

WK

LH

CCC

TGH

RP

ALL

Lessthan1

F

M

0

0/M/F

0

M/C/F

0/F

F

1-4

0

F

0

M/F

0/F

F

F

F

5-9

0

0/F

C

M/F

0

F

0/C

F

10-14

0/F

C

F

F

0

F

0

0/F

15-24

0

-

M

C

-

0/M/C/F

0

0

Morethan25

—

F

0

—

—

F

JobClass

HLC

HT

WK

LH

CCC

TGH

RP

ALL

Executive

.

0/F

C/F

0

F

F

Management

C/F

0/C/F

0/F

F

0

F

0

F

Professional

F

0

0/M/C/F

C/F

F

F

-

F

Skilled

0

F

M

F

0

F

0

F

Unski1led

0

M

0/F

M

0

0/F

F

0

Management

HLC

HT

WK

LH

CCC

TGH

RP

ALL

Management

0

0/F

0/M/C

F

0

F

0

F

AllOthers

0

F

0/F

M/F

0

F

0/F

F

FamilySize

HLC

HT

WK

LH

CCC

TGH

RP

ALL

Sing!e

F

F

0/M/C

M

M

F

F

F

Spouseonly

0

0/M/C/F

0

F

0

F

0

0

Childonly

0

F

M

M

0

F

0

0

Spouse&child
0

0

F

F

0

F

0/C

F

0=CompanyPIan
M=Mini-pian
C=Coreplan
F=Fullchoiceplan
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category for each firm. In two cases (i.e., firms HLC and CCC), there

was a strong preference for the employees to retain their company plan

and not opt for a cafeteria plan whatsoever. One explanation of this

result might be that the employees in these firms liked the benefits and

the way in which the benefits were offered in their firm. However, in

the case of firm TGH, there was a strong preference for the full choice

plan which indicates that these employees would want free choice in

picking their fringe benefits. Noting that this was the firm which

currently offered the benefits of life insurance, health insurance,

retirement plan, child care and tuition reimbursements, the employees may

have been better informed as to benefit plans than employees from the

other firms.

In general, then, the choice of a cafeteria plan design is firm-

specific and tends to be governed by the employee's family size rather

than the employee's job class or years of service.

Notes

*To determine whether the employees did perceive a difference
between the TAX and COSTS variables, a random sample of 10% of each
firm's questionnaires, question #6 on page 8, was reviewed. (See Ap¬
pendix A, SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE.) The employees were asked to choose
benefits based on tax effects. In 83% of the cases reviewed, the em¬
ployees did prefer life insurance, health insurance, and retirement
over cash.

^When the Somers' D statistic is 2.5 percent greater than the
asymptotic standard error (ASE), the result would be significant.

^Since 28% of the cells had expected counts less than five, chi-
square may not be a valid test. Therefore, Somers' D was considered more
appropriate. Also, the variables were positively correlated because of
the way in which the data were coded.



CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Chapter 1, three research questions were presented with re¬

spect to employee fringe benefits and cafeteria plans. The objective of

Research Question One was to detect whether there were differences be¬

tween the dependent variables of COSTS, STATUS, TAX, and FINANCIAL SECUR¬

ITY due to the independent variables of employee JOB CLASS, AGE, and

FAMILY SIZE. Research Question One was stated as follows:

Research Question One: Does a significant difference exist in the
ranking of choice variables (cost savings,
economic status, tax savings, financial se¬
curity) among employees stratified as to age,
job classes, and family size?

The objective of Research Question Two was to detect whether there were

differences between the choice of the fringe benefits consisting of LIFE,

HEALTH, LEGAL, DEPENDENT CARE, RETIREMENT, and CASH due to the indepen¬

dent variables of employee JOB CLASS, AGE, and FAMILY SIZE. Research

Question Two was stated as follows:

Research Question Two: Does a significant difference exist in the
ranking of six fringe benefits (group-term
life insurance, group health insurance, group
legal services, dependent care services,
certain retirement plans, cash bonuses) among
the employees surveyed?

The objective of Research Question Three was to detect whether there were

differences between employees' choice of four cafeteria plans as affected

by the employee's YEARS OF SERVICE, JOB CLASS, FAMILY SIZE, and POSITION

within the firm. Research Question Three was stated as follows:

138
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Research Question Three: Does a significant difference exist in the
choice of compensation plans of the em¬
ployees when grouped by (a) years of serv¬
ice; (b) job class; (c) family size; (d)
position within the firm?

This chapter summarizes the results of the research with respect to the

above research questions. Following this summary will be recommendations

and suggestions for future research.

Summary and Conclusions

In light of the controversy surrounding the objectives of fringe

benefit legislation, this study investigated the employee-taxpayer moti¬

vations for choosing certain fringe benefits, the actual mix of fringe

benefits desired, and the appeal of the cafeteria plan concept to the

employee.

Historical Background

Chapter 2 provided a brief summary of the historical trends of

fringe benefit legislation dating back to the middle of the 19th Century.

A fringe benefit is a personal benefit, other than cash, which is re¬

ceived by the employee from his employer. Generally, the tax laws allow

the employer to deduct the cost of these fringe benefits as expenses in

the current tax year. On the other hand, the tax laws offer a wide range

of fringe benefits that are tax exempt to the employee. A summary of

these tax exempt fringe benefits was provided in Chapter 2.

A significant scheme for the provision of tax exempt fringe bene¬

fits to the employee is through a cafeteria plan. In general, cafeteria

plans are arrangements whereby each employee has the opportunity to spend

a specified percentage of his or her compensation on fringe benefits in

lieu of receiving a cash payment. Within a qualified cafeteria plan, all
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noncash benefits, other than certain retirement benefits, remain non-

taxable. The tax on retirement funds is deferred until the employee

receives the benefit. Chapter 3 provided historical background on the

cafeteria plan legislation, discussed cafeteria plan features and styles,

and discussed the provisions of Code Section 125 which governs the tax

effect of these pians.

Research Design

A questionnaire was designed based upon the principles of the

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). This theory is a reflection of how the

human mind works in solving a problem that entails many factors and in¬

volves choosing the best solution from among several viable alternatives.

The outcome of the AHP process renders a ranking of the alternatives and

the amount of dispersion between alternatives.

The questionnaire was administered to 496 employees from seven

firms within the state of Florida. Two firms were governmental agencies;

one in the service industry and the other in the construction industry.

The other five firms were privately owned; four in the construction

industry and one in the service industry. Each of the firms offered some

basic fringe benefits but none of the firms had a cafeteria plan in

pi ace.

Empirical Results

For Research Questions One and Two, both a MANOVA and ANOVA sta¬

tistical procedure was used. For Research Question Three, the chi-square

statistic was employed.

Research Question One. There were four dependent variables that

employees were to rank as important in their selection of fringe
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benefits. The employees were stratified into five job classifications as

a surrogate for income levels, five age groups, and four family size

groups. The four dependent variables were ranked by the employees in the

following descending order: financial security (41%), costs (26%) tax

(22%) and status (11%). This ranking was the same for employees strati¬

fied by age and family size. The most important factor in this ranking

was the age of the employee. Individual variables of costs, status, and

tax were somewhat influenced by the job class of the employee. When only

the job class factor was scrutinized, it was found that the executives in

the study ranked the tax variable higher than the costs variable. It was

noted that there was positive correlation between the age and job class

variables so that the two variables combined are accounting for the

results.

An important result from Research Question One is that the tax

factor was not the most important variable to any of the employees

whether they were stratified by job class, age, or family size.

Research Question Two. There were six fringe benefits that em¬

ployees were to rank based on their choice patterns exhibited in Research

Question One. Again the employees were stratified by job class, age, and

family size. These six fringe benefits were ranked as follows in de¬

scending order: retirement (35%), health insurance (22%), cash bonuses

(14%), group term life insurance (13%), legal services (3%), and depen¬

dent care services (8%). The most important factors in this ranking were

the employee's age and the interaction of employee age with family size.

Within the job classes, the only variation in fringe benefit choice

occurred in ranking the legal service and the dependent care service.

There was no consistent pattern. Within the age groups, and with respect
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to the ranking of the legal service versus the dependent care service,

younger employees preferred the latter over the former. As employees got

older, the preference was for legal service. Within the family size

groups, and with respect to the ranking of the legal service versus the

dependent care service, those employees with families preferred the

dependent care services over the legal service as would be commonly

thought.

Research Question Three. Employees were to choose one fringe

benefit plan from the four plans that were available in the question¬

naire. These plans were (1) the existing company plan, (2) a mini-plan,

(3) a core plan, and (4) a full choice plan. Moving across plans two to

four, a varied degree of cafeteria plan was proposed with the "full

choice" plan being one where the employee had complete freedom to choose

between all offered benefits. The employees were stratified as to job

class, family size, and years of service with the firm.

The only factor that was significant, to a degree, in the em¬

ployee's choice of plan was the family size. Factors of job class, years

of service, and whether the employee was in the management class did not

have any significant effect on plan choice. No statement is made as to

the employees' "preferred" plan as the results should be interpreted on a

firm-specific basis. However, in five of the seven firms, some type of

cafeteria plan was preferred over the existing company plan.

Recommendations

When a firm decides to offer fringe benefits in lieu of cash

compensation, they should concentrate on the aspect of the fringe benefit

providing some form of financial security to the employee. Of secondary
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importance would be the cost savings to the employee if the employer

could provide such benefits. Results based on this study indicate that

informing the employee that a certain fringe benefit is nontaxable bears

little importance to his view of his financial security position and

current out-of-pocket costs.

When a firm decides to offer any fringe benefits, retirement

plans and health insurance plans are the most preferred benefits. Of

secondary importance are benefits of cash bonuses and life insurance

coverage. While benefits consisting of legal services and dependent

services are considered as valuable benefits by employees, these benefits

may only be valuable to a small sector of the firm.

The cafeteria plan approach to fringe benefit compensation is a

viable option for the firm. If a firm chooses to adopt a cafeteria plan,

it should present alternative plans, as suggested in this study, to each

employee. The employees' family size should be the focus of the plan

design rather than job classes or seniority within the firm. And, any

successful implementation of such a plan will necessitate an organized

effort to educate the employee as to the fringe benefits offered and the

administration thereof.

Limitations of the Study

As presented in Chapter 1, there are limitations to this study

concerning the nature of the firms that were surveyed. The firms were

Florida-based, construction and service firms that were nonunion. There¬

fore, the results of this study should be generalized in that context.

Also, because of the transitory nature of construction workers, it is

plausible that the "years of service" variable would not be a significant
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factor in plan choice in this study but could be a significant factor in

plan design considerations for other types of firms.

The results of this study also bear on the fact that, since none

of the firms surveyed had a cafeteria plan, the employees were most like¬

ly unfamiliar with the concept as well as the benefits of legal service

and dependent care. Keeping in mind the time allowed for the explanation

of the task, the explanation of the benefits and plans, and the adminis¬

tration of the questionnaire, there may have been some uncertainty on the

part of the subjects in one or all of these areas. The questionnaires

were administered in groups ranging from three to seventy employees and

all subjects were remunerated for their effort.

Overall, the employees ranked the FINANCIAL SECURITY and COSTS

variables higher than the TAX variable in their motivation for choosing

fringe benefits. A limiting cause for this result may be attributed to

the fact that, during the time of this study, Congress was addressing the

issue of massive tax reform to lower the tax burden on individuals.! The

subjects may have perceived that tax effects were going to have a minimal

impact on their fringe benefit selections.

Suggestions for Future Research

This study has provided the groundwork for employers to assess

whether they care to get involved in providing benefits within a cafe¬

teria plan design. Future research can focus on the employer's view in

adopting certain fringe benefits and whether the employer considers the

cafeteria plan a viable option within his employee compensation package

scheme.
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If, in the future, the trend is toward firms adopting a cafeteria

plan, then testing instruments (questionnaires) should be devised to aid

management in this task. Some or all of the features of the Analytic

Hierarchy Process is suggested for the test instrument design as that

process reveals a wealth of information about the subjects.

For those employers who have adopted a cafeteria plan, future

research may be fruitful in determining how successful these plans were

and how much effort was expended by management in getting the plans

enacted within the firm as well as within the guidelines of the Internal

Revenue Code.

Note

l"Special Report, 1984 Legislative Outlook, Tax Policy," Daily
Report for Executives, No. 10, January 17, 1984, p. 7.



APPENDIX A
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE



EMPLOYEEDATA

DIRECTIONS:PLACEACHECKMARK(/)NEXTTOTHEAPPROPRIATEANSWER.FORQUESTIONS03(c)AND010,WRITEDOWNTHE APPROPRIATEANSWER.
1.YOURAGE:under26years26-35years36-45years46-55years56years&over 2.

YOUR

SEX:male
female

3.

a.)

YOURMARITALSTATUS:

single

married

divorced

b.)

IFMARRIED,DOESYOURSPOUSE
WORK?

yes

no

c.)

IFYOURSPOUSEWORKS,PLEASE
LISTANYBENEFITS
THATHE/SHE
RECEIVESFROMHIS/HERCOMPANY.

4.NUMBEROFDEPENDENTSINYOURHOUSEHOLD(notincludingyourselforyourspouse): onetwothreefourormore
#

5.YOURLEVELOFHIGHESTFORMALEDUCATIONCOMPLETED:lessthanhighschoolhighschool somecollegeorvocationaltrainingbachelorsdegreemastersdegreeorhigher
6.YOURYEARSOFSERVICEWITHTHISCOMPANY: under1year1-4years5-9years 10-14years15-24years25&over



7.YOURINCOMELEVEL(notincludingbonusesorbenefits): lessthan$10,000yearly$10,001to$20,000yearly$20,001to$30,000yearly $30,001to$40,000yearlyover$40,000yearly
8.CHECK(v/)ANYOFTHEFOLLOWINGEXPENSESIFTHEYAREBEINGPAIDBYYOU(ORYOURSPOUSE)PERSONALLYANDARE NOTCONNECTEDINANYWAYWITHBENEFITSTHATYOU(ORYOURSPOUSE)RECEIVETHROUGHEMPLOYMENT. LifeInsurancePremiums HealthInsurancePremiums ExpensesofanAttorney Expensesofababysitter Anytypeofindividualretirementplanotherthansocialsecurity

9.WHATISTHEAPPROXIMATETOTALYEARLYINCOMEOFYOURHOUSEHOLDFROMALLSOURCES? lessthan$10,000yearly
i

$30,001to$40,000yearly $60,001to$70,000yearly
$10,001to$20,000yearly $40,001to$50,000yearly $70,001to$100,000yearly
$20,001to$30,000yearly $50,001to$60,000yearly over$100,000yearly

10.JOBPOSITION:(Pleasedescribewhatyoudoorstateyourjobtitle) DONOTCONTINUEONUNLESSTOLDTODOSO



PART1

Mostofthequestionsthatyouareabouttocompleteinvolvemakingcomparisonsbetweenstatementsoritemstakentwo atatime.First,Iwanttoknowwhichstatementoritem,ineachgroupoftwo,ismoreimportanttoyou.The importancebetweenstatementsoritemsmaybesmallorlarge.Toshowthisdifferenceinimportance,youaregiven five(5)rangesofimportance(aRATINGSCALE)touseinexpressingyouranswer.ThisRATINGSCALEisgiventoyouon
aseparatesheet.However,ifthetwostatementsoritemsareequallyimportanttoyou,thereisawaytoshowthis answer.Thefollowingexampleanddirectionsshowhowtocompletethenextpartofthequestionnaire.Let'sgooverit together.

§

DIRECTIONS:1
2

3

4
5

ReadtheshortproblemandtheappropriateQUESTION. EachQUESTIONinvolvesmakingseveralcomparisonsbetweenstatementsoritemstakentwoatatime. Ifbothitemsineachpair("A"&"B")areequallyimportanttoyouwhenconsideringthequestion, writea#1(fromtheRATINGSCALE)inColumn"C". Ifoneoftheitems("A"or"B")inanyofthepairsismoreimportanttoyouthantheotheritem whenconsideringthequestion,CcTrCLQthatoneitem. Ifyoucircledanitem("A"or"B")instep#4,indicatehowimportantisthatitemthatyoucircled ascomparedtotheitemthatyoudidn'tcircle,byplacinganumber(#2through#5fromtheRATING SCALE)incolumn"C".
§1

§

SAMPLEQUESTION

Supposethatyouaregoingtobuyacar.Considerthesethreeitems:(1)carstandardequipment,(2)carcoloror style,and(3)cargasconsumption.TheQUESTIONis:HOWIMPORTANTTOYOUISONEITEMOVERANOTHERINBUYINGACAR? Evaluateeachofthefollowing3pairsofitemsindependently. PAIRS

tiAIIA

tinM

1. 2. 3.

"OR" "OR"

CarEquipment CarColororstyle

CarColororstyle

"OR"
00NOTCONTINUEONUNLESSTOLDTODOSO



QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTIONn

Youremployernowprovidesmanycompanyfringebenefits(i.e.,insurance,bonuses)thatyoudonotpayfor,inaddition toyourregularpay.Now,ASSUMEthatyouremployerpaysyouyourregularpayandnowgivesyou,inadditiontoyour regularpay,$400yearlyfromacompanyfundtoBUYthefringebenefitsofyourchoice.Thesixfringebenefitsthat youmaychoosefromweredescribedintheseparatehandoutsheetgiventoyouearlier.Assumethatyouwouldhaveto spend$100foreachbenefitchosen.Thiswouldallowyoutopurchaseuptofourbenefitsyearly. Inchoosingbetweenthebenefits,supposethatthereareatleastfourreasonsthatyouwouldthinkofinhelpingyou tomakeyourchoice.Considerthesefourreasons: 1.Havingacertaintypeofbenefitisanimportantstatussymbolforyou. 2.Thecostofbuyingabenefitthroughacompanygroupplanislessexpensivethanifyoutriedtobuythatsame benefitonyourown.Sometimesthebenefitisonlyavailablethroughacompanygroupplan.
3.Youareconcernedaboutthefinancialsecurityofyourhousehold. 4.Youareconcernedwhetherornotthebenefitistaxabletoyou.

TheQUESTIONis:"INSPENDINGYOUR$400FROMTHECOMPANYFUNDONANYOFSIXFRINGEBENEFITS,HOWIMPORTANTTOYOU ISONEOFTHEABOVEREASONSOVERANOTHER?"Independentlyevaluateeachofthesixpairsorreasons statedbelow.
PAIRS"A" 1.WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutthecostsavingsofbuyinga benefitthroughthecompanyplan.

WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutwhetherornotIcanavoidpaying incometaxonthemoneybybuyingbenefits whicharetax-free.
"OR"



PAIRS 2.WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutbuyingbenefitsthatgivemea"OR" statussymbol.
3.WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutbuyingbenefitsthatgiveme"OR" financialsecurityagainsttragedy.

4.WhenIspendiny$400,Iamconcerned aboutwhetherornotIcanavoidpaying"OR" incometaxonthemoneybybuyingbenefits whicharetax-free.
5.WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutbuyingbenefitsthatgivemea"OR" statussymbol.

6.WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutthecostsavingsofbuyinga"OR" benefitthroughthecompanyplan.

QUESTIONHI(Continued) WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutthecostsavingsofbuyinga benefitthroughthecompanyplan. WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutbuyingbenefitsthatgiveme statussymbol. WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutbuyingbenefitsthatgiveme financialsecurityagainsttragedy. WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutwhetherornotIcanavoidpaying incometaxonthemoneybybuyingbenefits whicharetax-free. WhenIspendmy$400,Iamconcerned aboutbuyingbenefitsthatgiveme financialsecurityagainsttragedy.



QUESTIONn

Assumethatyouremployerisnowgivingyouthemoneytopurchaseyourownfringebenefits(fromthesamelistasyou weregiven.)Howimportantwouldonetypeofbenefitbeoveranother,assumingthattheonlyconsiderationyouare facingisthecostofthebenefittypeifyouhadtopurchaseitonthemarketasopposedtothereducedcostofthe benefittypeasprovidedbythegroupplan.Inotherwords,HOWIMPORTANTISONEBENEFITTYPEOVERANOTHERBECAUSEOF ITSREDUCEDCOSTTOYOU?Evaluateeachofthefollowing3pairsindependently. PAIRS

"A"

"B"

i.

Insurance-typebenefit

"OR"

Service-typebenefit

2.

Retirement-plan-typebenefit
"OR"

Insurance-typebenefit

3.

Service-typebenefit

"OR"

Retirement-plan-typebenefit
QUESTION#3

HOWIMPORTANTISONEPARTICULARBENEFITOVERANOTHERBECAUSEOFITSREDUCEDCOSTTOYOU?Evaluatethefollowing 2pairsindependently.
PAIRS

"A"

"B"

i.

LifeInsurance

"OR"

HealthInsurance

2.

LegalAssistance

"OR"

DependentCare



QUESTION#4

Assumethatyouremployerisnowgivingyouthemoneytopurchaseyourownfringebenefits(fromthesamelistasyou weregiven).Howimportantwouldonetypeofbenefitbeoveranotherassumingthattheonlyconsiderationyouarefacing iswhatyou'dliketohaveasabenefittype.Inotherwords,WHATBENEFITTYPEWOULDBEIMPORTANTTOYOUIFSTATUS AMONGYOURFRIENDSWASIMPORTANTTOYOU?Evaluateeachofthefollowing6pairsindependently. PAIRS 1.

Insurance-typebenefit

"OR"

Service-typebenefit

2.

Retireinent-plan-typebenefit
"OR"

Currentcashbonus

3.

Currentcashbonus

"OR"

Insurance-typebenefit

4.

Service-typebenefit

"OR"

Retirement-plan-typebenefit

5.

Currentcashbonus

"OR"

Service-typebenefit

6.

Insurance-typebenefit

"OR"

Retirement-plan-typebenefit
QUESTION#5

WHATPARTICULARBENEFITSWOULDBEIMPORTANTTOYOUIFSTATUSAMONGYOURFRIENDSWASIMPORTANTTOYOU?Evaluatethe followingZpairsindependently. PAIRS

"A"

"B"

H

i.

LifeInsurance

"OR"

HealthInsurance

2.

LegalAssistance

"OR"

DependentCare



QUESTION#6

Assumethatyouremployerisnowgivingyouthemoneytopurchaseyourownfringebenefits(fromthesamelistasyou weregiven).Howimportantwouldonetypeofbenefitbeoveranotherassumingthattheonlyconsiderationyouarefacing isclaimingincomeonyourtaxreturn.Inotherwords,WHATBENEFITTYPEWOULDBEIMPORTANTTOYOUWELLKNOWINGTHATSOME BENEFITSARETAXABLEANDOTHERSARENOTTAXABLE?Evaluatethefollowing6pairsindependently. PAIRS

"A"

"B"

i.

Insurance-typebenefit

"OR"

Service-typebenefit

2.

Retirement-plan-typebenefit
"OR"

Currentcashbonus

3.

Currentcashbonus

"OR"

Insurance-typebenefit

4.

Servicetypebenefit

"OR"

Retirement-plan-typebenefit

5.

Currentcashbonus

"OR"

Servicetypebenefit

6.

Insurance-typebenefit

"OR"

Retirenent-plan-typebenefit
QUESTION#7

WHATPARTICULARBENEFITSWOULDBEIMPORTANTTOYOUWELLKNOWINGTHATSOMEBENEFITSARETAXABLEANDSOMEARENOTTAXABLE? EvaluatethefollowingZpairsindependently. PAIRS

"A"

"B"

i.

LifeInsurance

"OR"

HealthInsurance

2.

LegalAssistance

"OR"

DependentCare



QUESTION#8

Assumethatyour©nployerisnowgivingyouthemoneytopurchaseyourownfringebenefits(fromthesamelistasyou weregiven).Howimportantwouldonetypeofbenefitbeoveranotherassumingthattheonlyconsiderationyouarefacing istoplanforthefinancialsecurityofyourhousehold.Inotherwords,WHATBENEFITTYPEWOULDBEIMPORTANTTOYOUFOR PLANNINGTHEFINANCIALSECURITYOFYOURHOUSEHOLD?Evaluatethefollowing6pairsindependently. PAIRS

"A"

"B"

i.

Insurance-typebenefit

"OR"

Service-typebenefit

2.

Retirenent-plan-typebenefit
"OR"

Currentcashbonus

3.

Currentcashbonus

"OR"

Insurance-typebenefit

4.

Servicetypebenefit

"OR"

Retirenent-plan-typebenefit

5.

Currentcashbonus

"OR"

•Servicetypebenefit

6.

Insurance-typebenefit

"OR"

Retirenent-pian-typebenefit
QUESTION#9

WHATPARTICULARBENEFITSWOULD
EIMPORTANTTOYOUINPLANNINGFORTHEFINANCIALSECURITYOFYOURHOUSEHOLD?

Evaluatethefollowing2pairsindependently. PAIRS

"A"

"B"

i.

LifeInsurance

"OR"

HealthInsurance

2.

LegalAssistance

"OR"

DependentCare



PART2

ThequestionbelowinvolvesRANKINGsixitemsintheirorderofimportancetoyou.PlaceaH1besidethemostimportant item,a#2besidethesecondmostimportantitem,a#3besidethethirdmostimportantitem,andsoon.PlacingaH6 besideanitemwouldindicatethatitisofleastornoimportancetoyou. ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★A:
*★★★
******
**★

EXAMPLE
***********************

Rankthefollowingautosasifyouweregoingtobuyonetoday. ChevyChevette PlymouthHorizon Datsun280Z ToyotaCélica OodgeAriesK V-WRabbit ************************************************************ QUESTION

Pleaserankthefollowingbenefitsin
a#2besidethesecondmostimportant leastorofnoimportancetoyou.

orderofimportancetoyoutoday.Placea#1besidethemostimportantbenefit, benefitandsoon.PlacingaIt6besideabenefitwouldindicatethatitisof LifeInsurancePremiums HealthInsurancePremiums RetirementPlans CashBonus DependentCare LegalServices



PART3

Youhavebeengivenabooklet thewayyounowarereceiving PLANTYPEOVERANOTHER?
thatcontainsthreetypesofbenefitplans.Comparethesethreetypesofplansto fringebenefitsfromyouremployer.Inotherwords,HOWIMPORTANTTOYOUISONE

DIRECTIONS:1
2

3

Ifbothitemsineachpair("A"&“B")areequallyimportant writea#1(fromtheRATINGSCALE)inColumn"C". Ifoneoftheitems("A"or“B")inanyofthepairsismore whenconsideringthequestion,c£IRCLpthatoneitem. Ifyoucircledanitem("A"or"B")instep#2,indicatehow ascomparedtotheitemthatyoudidn'tcircle,byplacinga SCALE)incolumn"C".

toyouwhenconsideringthequestion, importanttoyouthantheotheritem importantisthatitemthatyoucircled number(#2through#5fromtheRATING
§

§i

PAIRS

"A"

"B"

"C"

i.

YOURCOMPANYPLAN

"OR"

THE"MINI-PLAN"TYPE

2.

THE"CORE"TYPE

"OR"

THE"FULLCHOICE"TYPE

3.

THE"MINI-PLAN"TYPE

"OR"

THE"C0RE"TYPE

4.

THE"FULLCHOICE"TYPE

"OR"

YOURCOMPANYPLAN

S.

THE"MINI-PLAN"TYPE

"OR"

THE"FULLCHOICE"TYPE

6.

THE"CORE"TYPE

"OR"

YOURCOMPANYPLAN
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AHP RATING SCALE



IMPORTANCE—>—>-->—> H#2 EQUALLY IMPORTANT>
Onestatementor itemisa_simportant astheother.

(Inbetween#1 and#3)

RATINGSCALE #3#4#5
MUCHMOREABSOLUTELY IMPORTANT>MORE

IMPORTANT

Onestatementor itemisdefinitely favoredoverthe otherstatement oritem.

Onestatementor itemisoverwhelm¬ inglyfavoredover theotherstatement oritem.

(Inbetween#3 and#5)



APPENDIX C
CAFETERIA PLAN BENEFITS



LISTOFBENEFITS

TYPE

1.INSURANCETYPE: a.LIFEINSURANCE b.HEALTHINSURANCE
2.SERVICETYPE: a.LEGALASSISTANCE b.DEPENDENTCARE

3.RETIREMENTPLANS 4.CASHBONUS

EXPLANATION

TAXATION

510,000ofgroup-termlifeinsurance ontheemployeeonly.

Premiumspaidarenottaxabletothe employeeundertheincometaxorunder socialsecurity.

Majormedicalandhospitalization coveragefortheemployeeandhis family.

Premiumspaidarenottaxabletothe employeeundertheincometaxorunder socialsecurity.

Twohoursofyearlylegalservices providedbyagroup-paidattorneyto assistinallpersonallegalmatters oftheemployeeandhisfamily. Babysittingservicesfortheemployee's dependentsundertheageof15provided thatiftheemployeehasaspouse,the spouseiseitheremployedorisdisabled. Theserviceisprovidedduringallof thecompanyworkingdays. Ayearlycontributiontoaqualified profitsharingorstockbonusplan administeredbythecompany.The companyfundwillearninterestatthe prevailingrates.

Feespaidarenottaxabletothe employeeundertheincometaxorunder socialsecurity. Feespaidarenottaxabletothe employeeundertheincometaxorunder socialsecurity. Theyearlycontributionsandthein¬ terestearnedthereonarenottaxableto theemployeeundertheincometaxunti1 theemployeereceivesthemuponretire- ment,death,disabilityorseparation fromservice.

Alumpsumamountofcash.

Thelumpsumamountistaxabletothe employeeundertheincometaxandunder socialsecurity.
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FRINGEBENEFITPLANS

Thisbookletcontainsthreetypesoffringebenefitplans.Everyplancosts15%of
yoursalary.

THE"MINI-PLAN"TYPE:Youareofferedthechancetopurchasethefringebenefitsofamini-plandesignedaround yourfamilystatus.Eachmini-planisafixedcombinationoffringebenefits.Youmay notchangethecombinationofthemini-plandesignedforyou.Examplesofwhatthese inini-plansmaycontainareshownonpage1.
THE"CORE"TYPE:

co

Youareofferedachancetopurchaseavarietyoffringebenefits.Butfirst,youmust purchaseaminimumamountoflifeinsuranceandhealthinsuranceforyourself,andput awayaminimumamountinaretirment'pian.Youmaythenspendthebalanceonavariety ofbenefitsincludingsomeforyourfamily.Anexampleofthisplanisshownonpage2.
THE"FULLCHOICE11TYPE:Youareofferedthechancetopurchaseavarietyoffringebenefitsforyourselfandfor yourfamily.Howyouwishtospendyourmoneyisuptoyou.Anexampleofthisplanis shownonpage3.



THE"MINI-PLAN"TYPE

SINGLEEMPLOYEES
LIFEINSURANCE: Faceamountequalto150%ofsalary HEALTHINSURANCE: 90%coveragewith$100deductible PROFITSHARING: 5%ofsalary LEGALSERVICES: 2-4hoursoflegalaid

CASHBONUS: 3.75%ofsalary

EMPLOYEESWITHMINORDEPENDENTS
LIFEINSURANCE: Faceamountequalto100%ofsalary HEALTHINSURANCE: 70%familycoveragewith$200deductible PROFITSHARING: 1%salary LEGALSERVICES: 2-4hoursoflegalaid DEPENOENTAID: 50-weekcoverage

CASHBONUS: 2%ofsalary

OTHEREMPLOYEES
LIFEINSURANCE: Faceamountequalto150%ofsalary HEALTHINSURANCE: 90%familycoveragewith$200deductible PROFITSHARING: 5%ofsalary LEGALAID: 2-4hourslegalaid

CASHBONUS: 1.75%ofsalary



THE"CORE"TYPE

HEALTHINSURANCE

LIFEINSURANCE:Faceamountequalto100%ofsalary HEALTHINSURANCE:80%coverageonemployeeonlywith$200deductible PROFITSHARING:3%ofsalary BALANCE:8.5%ofsalarymaybespentonanyofthefollowingbenefits: Additionallifeinsurance Familylifeinsurance Additionalhealthinsurance Familyhealthinsurance Additionalcontributiontoprofitsharing Dependentcare Legalaid CashBonus



THE"FULLCHOICE"
TYPE

CHOOSEANYPORTIONOFTHESEBENEFITSYOUDESIRE:
$5per$1,000ofcoverage $500for80%coverage $800for80%coverage $25perone-halfhourofservices $40perweek Nottoexceed15%ofsalary Nottoexceed15%ofsalary
LIFEINSURANCE EMPLOYEEHEALTHINSURANCE FAMILYHEALTHPACKAGE LEGALAID DEPENDENTAID PROFITSHARING CASHBONUS
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APPENDIX E
EMPLOYEE PROFILES

FIRM
JOB CLASS HLC HT WK LH CCC TGH RP TOTALS

Executives 2 2 3 6 13

Management 13 3 2 4 8 14 2 46
Professional 13 4 4 4 1 16 - 42
Skilled 139 16 25 16 30 18 7 251
Unski 1 led 66 7 20 9 5 2 3 112
Totals 231 32 51 35 47 56 12 464

FAMILY SIZE

Single
Non-child de¬

35 7 7 5 4 9 4 71

pendents 30 4 10 8 4 7 3 66
Child dependents 58 7 7 5 8 8 3 96
Al 1 dependents 108 14 27 17 31 32 2 231
Totals 231 32 51 35 47 56 12 464

YEARS OF SERVICE

Less than 1 year 39 6 20 6 11 3 4
w 89

1-4 years 70 11 15 15 16 25 3 155
5-9 years 85 11 9 9 13 18 2 147
10-14 years 28 4 3 3 7 6 2 53
15-24 years 8 - 3 1 - 4 1 17
Over 25 years 1 - 1 1 - - - 3
Totals 231 32 51 35 47 56 12 464

AGE

Under 26 years 46 11 13 5 10 4 4 93
26 - 35 years 79 11 13 11 12 22 2 150
36 - 45 years 51 5 10 9 19 16 5 115
46 - 55 years 30 4 7 7 6 10 1 65
Over 56 years 25 1 8 3 - 4 — 41

231 32 51 35 47 56 12 464

HLC — government road construction firm CCC -- road contractor
HT -- engineering firm TGH — hospital services
WK -- road and bridge contractor RP — plumbing contractor
LH — road and bridge contractor
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